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CHICAGO, ILL., MA Y 29, 1879. 
Editorial. 
Supt. KiddIe has resigned. If he had waited till our article in 
the last WEEKLY reached New York, his back-bone would have 
been so stiffened as to make him reject with scorn the ideaof re-
signi ng. 
The great, 'prosperolls, prugressive, and magniloquent city of 
Chicago is now four months in arrears for pay to the public school 
teachers. How some of them manage to live is a mystery; how 
one ,of them would live but for the marked success of the WEEK-
l.Y would be a mystery also. 
There is a rumor that somebody heard that somebody else said 
that it was mention.ed that the comptroller was about to foot up 
the expenses of the several city departments for last year, and 
that -I/un, after consulting the law department, the authorities 
wou,ld begin to meditate upon the method of issuing scrip. Scrip 1 
Anything! .Shin-plasters, buzzard dollars, postage stamps, pel-
trip.s, wampum,-anything convertible or inter-convertible, so 
"that it is pay! The teachers, the thousand hungry, ragged, car-
fareiess,. shoeless, tireless, patient,-everything but saucy-teach-
ers, are a unit on the currency question. Their platform is, We 
wani it! 
The report of the St. Louis public schools for 1877-78 has 
reached us. It contains the courseof study. Thl'; chief charac-
teristic.of tIle ' latter is diffuseness. The English course alone 
covers 58 pages. The course of oral instruction is simply mon-
strous. The items 'of this course fill four pages. The following 
are heads: 
FIRST YEAR orGRADE,-Plants, or outlines of Botany. 
SECOND YEAR or GRADE,-Animals, or outlines of. Zoology 
and Physiology. 
THIRD YEAR or GRADE,-Elements of Physical Nature. r 
FOURTH YEAR or GRADE,-BotallY, more systematically stud-
ied. (One-half a page of specifications! !) 
FIFTH YEAR or GRADE,-Zoology, Physiology, and Hygiene. 
SIXTH YEAR or GRADE,-Physics and Astronomy. 
SEVENTH YEAR orGRAi:>E,-Outlines of Physical Geography. 
EIGHTH YEAR or GRADE,-Outline of Natural Philbsophy .. 
The specifications for drawing fill 12 pages. We. pi ty the pu-
pils of the St. Louis ~ublic schools. That's all. . 
Mr. S. H.. White, formerly principal of the Brown school, 
Chicago, and one of the. fathers of the public school. system of 
this city, has resigned his position of principal of the Peoria, Ill., 
Normal School, and with him his whole corps of teachl'; rs. The 
occasion of this step was the reduction of the appropriation for 
their salaries below the amount which self-respect would allow 
them to accept. Good for Mr. White! Heand his able assist-
ants can obtain positions anywhere ; but it remains to be seen 
what kind of riff-raff the Peorians will get to fill their places. 
This action of the Peoria Normal faculty is a salutary sign. It 
bodes that the time will come when teachers as well as the mem-
bers of other callings will assert their rights, proclaim their self-
respect and independence even to the extent of striking against 
unreasonable and penurious rates of salary. Te;chers shauld' 
have a trades union or a series of them, with close organization 
designed for self-protection and mutual assistance and defense. 
It is continuity of action, perseverance in a certain line of con-
duct, that builds up character. Character is not spontaneous; it 
does not burst forth upon the world like Minerva i~uing ful\-
armed from the head of Jupiter. It is both a structure and a 
growth. Subjectively it is a structure, built·up by the conscious 
wiil of the builder. Objectively it is a growth, inf1ue~ced ~y its 
original roots and environment. It milY be affected by inherit-
ed tendencies, but it is principally the result of continuity in ·a 
given line of action. . 
From this prin~iple springs the great necessity for school train-
ing and the quiet influence and potency of the school. The 
habits of punctuality there acquired, the regular and methodqcal 
recurrence of . tasks and recreations, the prescribed intervals of 
speaking ilnd of silence, the voluntary control of the' faculties, 
the compulsory curbing of the feelings, instinct, passions, and 
volatile sentiments-all this is what makes chl!-racter in the cRild 
and furnishes its foundation for the man. 
There are, it is true, exceptional cases and peculiar circum-
stances. There are the self-complacent and pompous specimens 
of self-made men. But, if we mean to stand by civilization, re-
finement, and high intelligence,-to ascertain extent, regardless 
of material accumulations,-we must' accept and preach and pro-
mulgate the doctrine that mental capacity, character, and disci-
pline are from the school, are of the schoo\,_ 
- , . 
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The Sdmltjic American copies from Appkltm's Journal with 
great relish an article in which the "discipline of education" is 
covertly and ingeniously depreciated. The article allows that a 
young nobleman beyond the need of self-support may with profit 
be sent to college that he may not fall into loose and idle mental 
habits. "College training is with him the only thing that will 
teach him to govern' his desires, to concentrate his attention, and 
bring his mind under the control of his will." Dut the writer 
argues in the case of those whose circumstances compel them to 
toil for a living, that it is the continuous daily labor, and not any 
educational preparation, that enables them "to hold themselves 
well in hand," so that the "clas.~ification does not distinguish 
between educated and uneducated men, but between working and 
and non-working men." 
It is amusing to observe scientific men belittle the value of 
classical study and college discipline. Instead of labor giving 
mental discipline to the end that men may concentrate their fac-
ulties and ontrol their will, we hold that it is education that gives 
the discipline, con'centrntion,and continuity which enable men to 
pursue a diligent and industriolll course, whether it be one of 
high mental etTort or hard manual labor. Moreover, such argu-
ments IlS the above prove too much. If the college is not a pow-
erful agent of mental discipline, surely the academy is not, and 
much k'S.~ is the common school. If labor is the source of men-
tal strength, it should follow that thoBe'who labor hardest should 
have the greatest mental power, so that intellectual capacity 
would be graded in the ascending scale of wood-choppers, coal-
heavers, stevedores, and hod-carries. Then mental force and 
acumen would not be the possession o'f the learned profes.~ions, 
but ralher of the tin-pail brigade. , 
Charles Dickens quite etTectually disposed of the familiar 
couplet beginning "Early to bed and early to rise," by point-
ing out the physi al perfection, opulence, and philosophical at-
tainments of milk-men, himney-sweeps, and market-gardners, 
lind we have but to ca.~t our eyes about to appreciate the force 
of the assertion Ihat not education but labor cultivates mental 
discipline. 
THE GREAT PHYSICAL FORCES.-ll. 
NEW AN D ORIG INAl. THEORIES. 
TH~ al!rial ocean at the bottom of which we live is more vitally Important than ha.<; been heretofore dreamed of in human 
philosophy. Its intangible, vital principle is vito-magnetic in 
character, and may be callerlslalic in the atmosphere as it is aclive 
in the solnr one-space. Its conditions vary IlS positive, negative, 
and neutral; these variations taking pia e with marvelous rapidi-
ty, and existing in the greatest contrast during the extremes of 
atmospheric temperature, thirteen in summer to one in winter, 
degrees which are qualitative rather than quantitative. 
This. fluid is the vital principle upon which all life, animate and 
inanimate, depends. The relations whi h the known constitu-
enm of the atmosphere bear to this fluid may not at present be 
estimated. The vito-magnetic principle forms the bulk of the 
a.tmosphere, a.nd upon it depend the chief fun ctions of life. It 
is even more vital than oxygen. 
The process of induction hIlS been a mystery in electrical sci-
ence. Magnetic currents arc known to act upon bodies close to-
g~ther, and to indue such bodies with magnetic force. The me-
dium of communication is the static fluid of the atmosphere; the 
phenomenon is the result of n~ture's etTort to restore an equilib-
rium; and recent experiments have demonstrated that magnetic 
communication may be made thr~ugh ten miles of space, without 
visible means of conduction. Wonderful exhibitions of this have 
been recently observed in telephonic experiments, where the mu-
sic of one performance was heard at the terminus of a different 
line, though the wires were at no point less than ten feet apar~. It 
is the vito-magnetic element lhat renders the atmosphere respon- ' 
sive and sympathetic. Nothing else has so intimate relations 
with animal and vegetable life and growth. It is the inherent 
virtue of the atmosphere. Among its visible manifestations are 
linear lightning, ball lightning, the flash with reverberations, 
heat lightning, the aurora, frictional or mechanical, magnetic, 
vital, St. Elmo's fire, the exaggerated wave, the phenomena of , 
snow, rain, and fog, sunlight and sunheat, zodiacal light, the 
corona, etc. 
The theory that the atmosphere is a mechanical mixture and 
winds a mechanical disturbance is insufficient to account for all 
the phenomena observable. Wind, mediately, is air moving, but, 
causatively and jmmediately, it is the action of the magnetic fluid. 
In the interplay of that subtle fluid is found the key to the theory 
of winds. This power in full magnitude may spring instanta-
neously into action and as instaneously cease. In viewing the 
earth and atmosphere as vast reservoirs of vito-magnetic fluid, we 
believe we detect the cause of currents and counter-currents, cur-
rents general, and special, and all the more extraordinary and un-
accountable phenomena. 1 he changes in the magnetism of the 
earlh and atmosphere give rise to currents. These changes are 
developed in variovs forms: 
I. The general and wide ,spread perturbations within the body 
of the earth. 
2. The interruptions ,of continuity of the solar currents, as in 
the phenomena of sun-spots. 
3. The effects of the interruption of the' sun 's rays by clouds. 
4. Purely local changes and magnetic action. 
FlamlI)arian says, "The whirling colu~n of air is caused and 
set in motion by electricity." Then why may not other forms of 
wind be produced by the same force? Peltier has established 
that waterspouts are electrical phenomena. The hurricane in the 
Barbadoes in 1831 gave ample evidence of electrical origin. The 
lightning played for hours between the earth and the clouds. ,The 
moment it ceased the hurricane burst forlh, the winds changing 
their course frequently and almost instantaneously, during its 
progress. In another hurricane the wind blew for twelve hours 
from the northeast; then for an hour there was perfect calm, when 
instantaneously, the wind sprang up with tremendous force from 
the southwest. In another the persons caught in it were invisi-
ble to each other, and after it was over they found their finger-
nails black, and they remained so for five weeks. The experience 
of aeronauts goes to show that the atmosphere is traversed by 
numerous currents of air flowing in different directions and it 
different heights. In the tornado at Natchez in 1840 the houses; 
instead of blowing over, exploded, in cases where the doors and 
windows were shuf. In ,the case of many whirlwinds currents of' 
air shoot up through the chimneys, and miners observe that when 
tempests are impending there are strong ascending currents; 
showing that a vacuum rather than a pressure exists. It is ex-
perimentally true that wind can be produced by electricity es-
caping from a pointed rod attached to the electrical conductor, 
and flags have been observed to stream upward and even against 
the direction of the wind, under the influence of an approaching 
and passing cloud. And again, there has been observed a .~d 
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, within a wind . The above plainly indicate magnetic origin and 
power. If winds were due to simple mechanical causation, such 
phenomena could not occur. E lect ricity then is not loose and 
wandering, but has close and sympathetic relations with the earth 
force, and is the invisible hand which holds and manages the 
grosser elements of the atmosphere. 
Sun-spots are caused by magnetic perturbations within the 
body of the sun, which make the transmissio'n of light of unequal 
f~):ce and brilliancy. A patch of light may be dark compared 
'with surrounding light of greater brilliancy. Magnetic-storms 
occur within the crust of the earth, which sway the needle; in 
like manner, may we not suppose that similar perlurbations oc-
cur within the sun , affecting the transmission, or interrupting the 
development of the light-producing fluid? Or a force in opera-
tion at the earth that would interfere with the inter-communica-
tion of light would be discl osed to us in decreased brilliancy of 
the sun· in the line of direction of the disturbing force in the' solar 
eone-space. So a sun-spot may be no spot at all, but an optical 
illusion. Nevertheless these occurrences have a noticeable effect 
:;'n winds, vegetation, and healthfulness on the earth. 
The wave-theory of sound must be abandoned. Sounds are 
produced by force expended on the magnetic principle of the at-
mosphere, as is evident from recent experiments with the tele-
phone, which show that sound may be communicated through 
hundreds of miles of space without occupying any appreciable 
iength of time, just as in the case of any other action of the' mag-
n'etic current. ' 
In the telegraph the action is more intense. In the telephone , 
wire we have an ajJectio1l ot the fluid ; in the telegraphic wire, a 
-pulsatio1l. 
The effect of these theories will be to do away with the nebular 
hypothe$is, which should have been dropped as soon as t~e nebu-
Ire were resolved into clusters of stars. The attempt to measure 
the velocity of light must also be discontinued, since, if the most 
distant visible fixed star were annihilated, its light would be seen 
no more forever. No sun-light or sun-heat is disclosed except in 
the direction of other spheres. The earth receives what is due to 
it, and an interchange is constantly taking place. 
The normal action of this fluid principle of the universe in the 
' human ,body is health; its abnormal action, disease ; its inter-
,l'uption, death. Meteorological influence is not a power but tlu: 
power over the health of the human system. Nothing is lost in 
, the grand cosmical circuit. Cold is the opposite electrical con-
<tition to'heat; for the same element that signalized its entrance at 
the earth's more central regions as heat, signalizes its departure 
along the earth's polar extremities as cold. 
BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH OF A. W. GRUBE, 
PR~F. LOUIS SOLDAN, St. Louis Normal School. 
AUGUST Wilhelm Grube, the well-known writer on educatiOIL al subjects, was born in Wernigerode, Germany, Dec. 17, 
1816. He atte~ded the Latin High Scho')l, or Lyceum, of his 
native city from 1825 to 1832, and later the Normal School at 
Weissenfels. In 1840 he accepted a ' position as tutor in 'the 
family of a prominent German nobleman, and continued to hold 
silJlilar positions. in Germany and Austria until 1866, when he 
withdrew from the practical exercise of his profession, and de-
vated his time entirely to literary work. H e is now living at 
_ Bregenz. His earlier books are intended for the use of teachers 
and are exclusively of professional character. They treat chiefly 
of methods of instruction, and give abundant proof of the great 
impression produced on his mind by the study of Hegelian Phi-
losophy which, at that time, had given such a marvelously strong 
impulse to the literature and science of Germany. Grube's 
Arithmetic was published in 1842 ; the introductory essays belong 
to the deepest class of pedagogical literature, and show more 
than any other of his writings the results of his philosophical 
studies, These essays treat of the following subjects: I. The 
eth ical work of school and instruction. 2. The ethical aud mOTal 
importance of Primary Instruction and of Instruction in Arith-
metic, 3. The Method of Primary Instruction in Arithmetic. 
The language in these writings is burdened with the heavy 
technical terminology of the then pervailing philosophical school, 
but, whoever masters this difficulty will be rewarded by the thoughts 
which they contain. The following is a specimen of the style 
and spirit of the essay first mentioned : 
"From what has preceded, it appears that home·life and school life must 
not be mClde to form an abstract contrast. It is true enough that school·life 
separates the cbild," (for the length .of a session) "from family life. and thus 
cancels the latter for .a brief space of time; school· life negates the one·sided-
ne~s of family life in the interest of ethical development. But I~oking at it 
differently, we may say with the same justice, family life is not cancelled, but 
ralher strengthened and continued by school.life, as it forms an active element 
of the latter. School.life without the element of family life would lack its 
essential e:hical basis. Both have the same ethical idea in commo~, but this 
difference is nevertheless well marked; family life stands to school·life in the, 
relation of the .particular to the general, of private to political life. In school 
the youth rises above the limits of his existence as a single individual •. and 
becomes a member, an organ, of a community or organism, He renounces 
his particular self, his social position, his caprice and ar1:iitrariness, his physi. 
cal and intellectual peculiarities, in order to live no longer for himself, but also 
for others. As a member of the organic body of a school-community he can 
exist under the condition that he raises his subjective life to the level of the 
objecti ve life of the ethical a'5Sociation with others. In the aims of school-
life he must find his own aims. The objective spirit of life in common wiih 
others evinces its absolute power over the new pupil in the 'feelin,i, immedi- : 
ately present in his mind. of an imposing force, which is strong enough to 
subdue his own Ego as such. His future ethical freedom. ~hich he is gradu- • 
ally to achieve by education , is reflected in the binding necessity of school-
laws.", , . . . . . , . . "No private tuition, although it be of the best kind, 
can supplant schooi imtruction, Those parents who think they can benefit 
their children by substituting the former for tbe latter. do so to the detriment 
of ethical culture. It is to be regretted tbat tbe crude view of educa\ion pre. 
vails stilI, which holds that the value of instruction depends on the , quaniity 
of things learned." , ' 
During the later period of his life Mr. Grube has paid much 
attention to the study of Geography, History, and Natural Sci. 
ence, and has written a number of widely-circulated works which 
are designed to popularize those studies. While his first works 
were written for teachers and for the school-room, his later works 
are written for the family circle, and are the delight of German 
boys and girls. Looking lIpon the whole of the literar.yefforts 
of this author, three diff~rent classes . of works may be distin-
guished: 1. The discussion of generai educational questions. 
(Works, Primary Instruction as a system, 1851; Pedagogical es-
says and critiques, 1860, 2d series 1871.) 2. Methods of In-
struction, (Guide for Primary Instruction in Arithmetic, 1842, 4th 
edition, 1865.) 3. Popular books on Natura:! Science, Geogra-
phy, .and History, written for youths, (Characteristic Selections " r 
from History and Story, (14th edition, 1871) ; Typical Scenes 
~f Geography, 3 vols., -1866 ; Animal Biographies, 4 vols. , 1874; 
Pictures and Scenes from Nature and Life, 4 vols., 1874; Biograph-
ical MiniatUl:es, 2,VO'lS" 1869; Rambles in the Alps, 2 vols., '18,4). 
: I 
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A FEW REFLECTIONS ON THE TENDENCIES OF THE TIMES.* 
MIS.~ ERNe.~TINF. l\(nCLr.It, Austin, III. 
THE Idenl of the world changes. The miDltreI has ha'd his day; the cru· Rades have Iwept over aU Europe, exclUng the young and old alike; 
the love of military glory has .produced its Napoleon. The present time is 
.Ick wIth longing for material and Intellectual glory. The love of material 
pomp 1ft verlfied hy the common attempt to keep up the appearance of wealth 
where It doCll not exlRt, even At the expense of integrity. Men forget the 
I~nomlny of depriving creditors of their just dues (or the sake of a little show. 
Luxuriant dwellings IInel costly array . i1encc the voice of conscience. To see 
fully the hold which the love of pomp has on the puhlic miDd, one must 
study for what the malSes spend tbeir money. The times are hard, churches 
nrc hankrupt, cIties plly their employes in Icrip, hut the theatre and the dry-
goods.houle thrive. For AmUlements and the IDxuries of life money appears 
to be AbundAnt lti ll, and real comforts of horne-life, and leisure to enjoy the 
lamo Aro llacri ficed to be In hlU"moD,Y with this common tendency. We are 
ROmetlme8 told thAt Americana live too flit, that they do not fiDd time to en-
joy themlelves as tbe iDhabitants of lOuthern France and Italy, that there is 
Ruch a rush for Ifllin that no time I. left for its enjoyment. This is easily un-
dentood when we consider how much it takes to live in accordance with the 
populnr notion. Here the poor aim to imitate the rich, and the .cholar does 
not emancipate hlmlelf from the common foUy. But to get all these neces-
llriel, as we deem them, compela UI to work with nervous haste, and when 
the dny is done, the exhAusted busin __ man aeeka recuperation ill new ex-
cltementa or atlmulanta, and we become" nCfYous, excitable people. 
The IIlme love of display, more or lea refined, and IOmetimes growing 
Ilroteaque\y aenlatlonal, pervades also the profeaiona. The average physi-
cIAn I. alWAY, ahout to perform lOme wODderful operation. Scarce has the 
graduate loft the lecture·hall before he begins to cut aaide the teachings of 
hla experienced profesaon at too old, ud chaaes after lOme new, untried 
theory to Immortali ze himself. His teacllera are behind the times, their ex-
perlence I. nothing, the new· dazzles and makes u impression on the public. 
Mere graduates, who have done nothing more thu study. their text-books at 
, college, AIlIumc the name of profeaaor In inatitutiona l imilar to the one from 
which they If!'aduated. Thus tltles be~me mon: IUld more meaningleaa, and 
we have Inatltullona with hl~h-aoundlDg names that amount to nothing. 
Even cler/rYmcn toop to ~nUlfy the popular taste foraenaation. A nervous, 
exhauated public craves amusement even from the pulpit. The most popular 
mlnlMter II he who preaentK Itartllng ideas, generaliutiona of popular _ciences 
dresaed up In nowcry array, IOmetimes to make the people laugh, or to make 
them weep with Iympnthy aa they belicYe. It is true that tljese popular lec-
ture. encourage morAl . Ieep, but the people demand immediate returns; they 
pay their mlnllter, therefore they malt be entertained ud. aoothed. The re-
ward of rlJ;hteoua livlngla too far dlstant, ud requireS too great sacrifices; 
.omethlnlf more popular mull be .ubstltuted. 
AI.o In edUCAtion a hot-houae . ,..tem is dcemed the ODe thing needful to 
meet the demand. of the age. OriginatiDg with the people and school-boards, 
or tho unrllhtcou. ambition o( princi.-b, it is forced upon teachers and pu-
pil.. The nature of mind and the tme good of the pupil i. bardly taken into 
conalderAtlon; immediate and Ihowy resulta are required. Jalt aa the fond 
parent I. anxious that hi. daughter .hall icam to play one piece at ieast, or 
draw A picture, thouJlh It reaembles a caricature, Instead of mastering the ele-
ments of mUNic lind drawlnJl and thus training ear 4lId eye, 10 the present 
limo requires brilliant results from the public school. A candidate for' a va· 
caney il expected to know a lillIe o( everything. The curriculum of a .ubur-
blln hlah achoollncludes a1moat all the branches taught in an averae;e college, 
lind · thua the candidate b questioned : Can you teach music? drawing? Lat-
In? Gcrman? algebrA? geometry? botany? physiology? all the common 
, uranchea according to normal method. ? Can you make yourself popular ,? 
Aro you II good dl.clpllnarian? Vou must be a worker in our church and 
help to get up tableaux for our church entertainmenta. We expect our teach· 
en to attond church aoclablea, bat they mn!t also .tudy much out of scbool 
boun, etc. 
How, It I. hard to tcll, but the fact b, It suddenly became popular a few 
yoa,. llio to Itudy lOme modern. language, and an enterprising, migrating 
cIa .. of .peelahlla arOle, wbo utilized the (aabionable faith. Knowing well 
that the popular language would only be made .-Iatable to the undisciplined 
mind by holdln, out aa In Inducement that little work on the part of the 
I ~amor .aa required, they Advertlaed '&rIely their new method of teaching 
°R.alI before thl ook auntv (III.) Toac ..... • ~tlon. April. 1179' 
,; ~ -
French, German, or ltalian,in .9. short time without the use of a grammar,. . 
Like meteors they came and went. It was wonderful how many began ,these 
studies and how soon they discontinued theQl_ After the manner of young 
children, when the power of imitation is mO'!t active, they attempted to learn 
through the ear alone, but soon they were confused by the uncomfortable facts 
that words change position in difierent constructions and that they are subject 
to mflections. And here was the rub. The uncomfortable " why?" called 
for reasons' or laws that govern these variations, or what we term grammar. 
And this could not be mastered in a few weeks, nor without hard work. l,t 
may be safely said, that of all those who have ,attempted such a fashionablc 
study i,! this way, not more than one in a hundred has pursued it to an extent 
which yielded either pleasure or gain. But meanwhile new igms fatui have 
appeared and are pursued as eagerly as these_ 
Let us see how this folly affects our schools. As the average boy leaves 
school at the age of fifteen, and the average young lady needs all the years , 
following for the demands of society, care is taken to arrange the curriculum 
so that the desired studies are' taken up within the given time. The common 
branches are disposed of as quickly as possible; for why should one who as-
pires to the subject of algebra fritter away much time with arithmetic? Or 
why should much time be wasted on so mSiguificantastudy as physical geog-
raphy when chemistry is before him? A showy curriculum is literally gone 
through with. By_ spending twelve weeks on physiology and taking forty 
pages a day in chemistry, this feat is accomplished. The graduate looks be-
hind him with pride and pities the boy who is still studying grammar. He 
undertakes to earn a Iivmg, and then sad truths are disclosed . 
The young gentleman and lady know 'a Ijttle of everything, but not enough 
to be 01 any use. The principles found in their old arithmetic they cannot 
apply to .the needs of life for they never understood them. The people begin 
to think that perhaps, after all, education is needless waste of time and money, 
and clamor for reform. Have they not made money without book-learning? 
Were there not Washingtons and Lincolns who att~nded school but a few 
'months? And are there not men and women who have spent years in study 
and yet cannot earn as much as a dealer in fancy articles or a railroad con-
ductor? And now the people 'demand practicol training, and, a; all sciences 
crowded into a few years have failed to make ordinarily bright girls and boys , 
efficient and capable of earning large salaries, a reaction sets in in favor of 
industrial training. 
If the ends of education are the harmonious development of the' moral and 
intellectual nature of the child, then success is obtained in proportion as this 
is accomplished. But as the finest productions of nature do not spring up like -
mushrooms in a single night, so the highest powers of the child can only de-
velop slowly, and require much care and patient waiting on the part of the 
teacher. The true educato~, is, therefore, willing'to sacrifice present results, 
in a great measure, to future gains. He must often dispense with brilliant 
recitations and public applause for the sake of higher considerations. The 
knowledge which we impart Is but a small fraction of the good which the 
school-roon! should yield, The chief aims should be: first the inculcation_of 
right principles, and the development of character; second, the forming Of 
correct habilll of thought, and a love of order and accuracy. 
Right principles are not instilled by set moral Ie'ctures; these often do 
more harm than iood. The teacher imparts the most valuable lessons by the 
ailent influence of the purity and integrity of his own character, and by calling 
the attention of his pupils inc:identally to the simple principles which under-
lie right action. Above all, he should never appeal to the selfish ambition 
of the child. It is difficult to inspire some pupils with a love of excellence, 
but little acts of dishonesty committed for the purpose of raising these pupils' 
&tanding can be discouraged, as well as the petty jealousies too common in 
the school-room. 
Correct habits of thought can not be formed by attempting too much. It is 
more valuable to the pupil tp be able to ad,d long columns of figures quickly , 
and correctly thari to go through half of his algebra without understanding its 
principles. It is better for the, pupil in the primary room to be able to read 
Ilmple leaaons alone, than to, commit a few to memory for the benefit Qf com-
pany. Correct habits Can be formed only by patient drill. If sufficient time 
were giv~n to the elementary branches in our schools so that the pupils would 
muter their esaential features and assimilate them, much time could be saved 
ultimately. Besides, the habits of thoroughness thus acquired would be use-
ful to the pupil in all his undertakings in life. 
Among the most valuable habits acquired in the school-room is that of,con-
tinued occupa~on. It is the basis 'of future succesS, whatever may be under .. 
taken. 'Whether your lot is to be the humblest or the 'most exalted, this habit 
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· 'will prove beneficial. Talent or genius amounts to nothing without it. Teach 
the pupil to honor labor and to love it, and discipline and order in the school-
room will be the result . 
. He who would achieve success in the highest sense of, the teqn must pnt 
away selfish interests; he must often dispense with public approbation and 
often suffer unjust censure. But what are these sacrifices compared with the 
. ~n ! To inspire young minds with a love of integrity and honest effort, and 
to help them ,to lead a healthful, inteHectual life is certainly not secondary to 
any calling vouchsafed to man. 
TI1E LONG VACATION-IS IT NOT QUITE TOO LONG? 
Supt. T. W. CRISSEV, Flint, Mich. 
MANY parents will answer the above question with an emphatic yes. . Some, because they dread the long time for the children to be around 
"in the ;.y," and many because they realize, to a greater or less extent, that 
the long cessation of school work is a positive injury to pupils, that good men-
ta! habits, fairly begun in school, but not firmly fixed, are forgotten and lost 
• d1:'ring the long season of inactivity. The summer vac:,tion occupies about 
one-fifth of the entire year, being equal to one.fourth of the time given to 
school. We have become fuHy convinced that the extent to which pupils. 
· durilig this long interval forget what they had learned, and lose their habits 
of study, is really serious, and worthy of careful consideration. . 
When the schools 9f Flint closed on the 21st day of June last, there were 
~ 1,253 pupils belonging to the schools. Of these, a large proportion could at· 
tend school during a portion of the summer much more easily and conven-
ien.tly than during the winter season. 
. Little children who had been in school but eight or ten weeks lost 49nng . the long summer' nearly all they had acquired, and practically had to 
· btgin again. Others, except the oldest, lose more or less . Tbose who imago 
• inc that ,it is necessary to vacate the school·room during this long period, to 
~pe the heat, may find it instructive to consider where the majority of the 
children are during the "heated term." Many of them will be found by the 
hour, playing and "racing about" under the broiling sun, and the question 
Dl&y well he asked whether the quiet and shade of the school·room would not 
be more conducive to their health and comfort during a portion of the day. 
The &On of the Shunamite would probably not have died of sun·stroke had 
he been at school instead of in the fiel d. 
However, we would not abolish the vacation entirely. This we would rec· 
ommend; and we believe it will meet the hearty. approval of a large number 
of~rents: ." . 
, For the grades below the High School we would increase the school year 
to forty.fou; weeks, it now being forty weeks. This would leave eight weeks 
for vacations, two of which would come at Christmas; one, perhaps, about 
the first of' April, and the remaining five or six weeks during the sUlpmer. 
Then we would be a little more liberal of h9lidays. Two days could be 
spared during the fair, and two at T~anksgivin~ time. Washingt~n'8 Birth-
day and Decoration Day could be gIven as hohdays, and an occasIOnal half-
holiday, or at least an occasio~al hour of release could be granted to some 
pupils as a special reward for faIthfulness and excellence in school duties. 
In this way, the long season of mental inactivity and relapse would be reo 
du~ed about one·half, and needed respite and rest given, at intervals through 
th~' year. Tbe a~ount of ~choo! work required to be accomplished shol'id 
1I0t be materially Increased, If at all. . 
THE JUNE MAGAZINES. 
ARTICLES FOR T~CHERS TO READ. 
. Lippincott's' Magazine. 
By M. G. Van Rensselaer. 
Sunday Afternoon. 
How CiVilization Favors our Birds. By Ernest Ingersoll. 
The Conflicts of Labor and Capital in England. By Ad. F. de Font· 
• pertuis. ., .. 
. ' ' Republic and' Church in France. By George M. Towle. ' 
, r • The Atlantic Monthly. 
"i1'he People for whom Shakespeare 'Wrote. ' By Charles Dudley Warner. 
, jPliysical FUture of,the American People; By Geocge M. Beard. 
,.. Scribiur's Mo,.tllly, 
. 8tazil'lI, i3y Herbert H. Smith>' .. , .. . ' , 
The University of Berlin. By Hjalmar Hjorth Boyesen. . 
Some Aspects of Matthew Arnold's Poetry. By George S. Merriam. 
Edison and His Inventions. 1. By Edwin M. Fox. 
North American Review. 
The Education of Freedmen. By Harriet Beecher Stowe. 
Sacred Books of the East. By Professor Max Mueller . 
The International R eview. 
The Shakespeare Revival in London. By Julian Russell Slurgis. 
Some of the Remedies for Socialism. By E. L. Godkin. 
Appleton's Yournal. 
The Shakespearian Myth. Second Paper.-The Appeal to History •• By 
Appleton Morgan. 
The Literature of the Victorian Reign. First Survey. By ' Justin Me· _ 
Carlhy. 
1 he Popular' Scima Mo"thly. 
The Condition of Women from a Zoalogical Point of View. 1. By Prof. 
W. K. Brooks. 
Selecting a First Meridian. By E . Cortambert. (Illustrated.) 
The Study of Physics in the Secondary Schcols. By John Trowbridge. 
Modern Science in its Relation to Literature. By William Brackett. 
REPORTS AND PAMPHLETS RECEIVED. 
Report of the School Committee ' nnd Superintendent of Schools; of, the 
Town of Milford, Mass., for the school year 1878-79. John W. Simonds, 
Superintendent of Schools. 
Report of the School Committee of tlfe Town of Quincy, for the school 
year 1878-79. Francis W. Parker, Superintendent. 
State of Wisconsin. Report of the State Superintendent. 1878. William 
,C. Whitford, State Supt. 
Public Schools of Erie, Pa. Annual Report of the Superintendent for 
1877-78. H . S. Jones, Superintendent. ' 
Tennessee Scbool Report, 1878, w:thout Tables, Annual Report of the 
State Supt. of ' Public Schools, Aug. 31, 1878. Leon Trousdale, Slnte 'Supt. 
Public Schools. 
Moline Public Scbools, Illinois. Sixth Annual Report of the Board·of -
Education, for the year ending March 31, 1879. W. S. Mack, Superinten- . 
dent, Moline, Ill. 
. Catalogue of the Ann Arbor Public Schools, for the Acade~ic year 1878 
-79. W. S. Perry, Supt. 
, Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Fourtecnth Annual Catalogue of 
the Officers and Students, with 'a Statement' of th~ Courses of Instruction. 
1878-79. Wm. B. Rogers, LL. D., President. 
\, Peoria Public 'Schools. Revised Course of Study and Regulations. Peoria, 
lIlinois, 1879. N. C. Dougherty, Supt. 
Annual Report of the Board of Education of the State of Connecticut, 
presented to the General Assembly, January Session, 1879, together witli the 
Annual Report of the Secretary of the Board, B. G. Northrop. A valuable 
educational document . . 
======= 
OFFICIAL DEPARTMENT. 
IOWA. 
I. Sinee the board of directors receive no pay for their services, if they 
subscribe for any paper containing the official rulings and decisions of this de-
partment to aid them in their work, we think they have the right to pay for 
the same from the contingent fund. 
2. Sectio~ 1769, of the <:;Ode of 1873, was repealed by Chapter 57, df, th~ 
~fteenth · General As_embly. Hence, the authority to collect a Tee oC dne 
dollar as compensation for a private eQmination, has been abolished. 
3. To authoriae the iUuing of, bonds for any' plUJ>OSe, even to red_ out-
standing bonds, a vote of "u ele~ton is necessriry. Se sees. 1821, 1822, S. L . 
1876. 
4. The eicamination papers of applicants for certificates become 'a paro of 
t~e records of the county superintendent's office, and cannot Be removed. ' 
Suc!). papers are open to inspection at reasonable times, for proper purposes, 
by the applicant, or by other.parties, with the consent of the applicallt. 
S. In hearing appeal ca;;es county superintendents have no judicial powers, 
hence they cannot determme the legal existence of a corporation, but may, on 
satisfact!>ry evidence, reco~ize the de fac'o existence of such co~Ob. 
, <l:.W.VON~, 
Superintendent of; PUblic Instruction • 
DES MOINES, IOWA, May 20, 1879. 
, , , . I, ~!'":.. .... 
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Practical Department. 
While scratching for an idea, the following suggestive questions 
were submitted, some 0.£ which we shall attempt to answer here-
after; qr we shall be glad to have our readers respond to any or 
all of them for the benefit of our Practical Department: 
J. How shall we keep little children from tiring of their 
grade words before they have learned to distinguish the letters? 
2. Is it humane to keep small chi ldren always busy and ingood 
order? 
3. If a teacher's opinion differs from that of higher authority 
should she follow the rule or her own better judgment? 
4. How is it possible to have two recitations going. on in the 
same room at the same time without interfering with each other? 
5. What is the best method of conducting a recitation in 
arithmetic? . 
6. How can pupils be taught to listen attentively to what is 
. said, and repeat the same correctly? 
7. Ho\v to manage pets? 
8. How to prevent copying? 
9. How shall we teach the diacritical marks of all the letters? 
10. Is it advisable to cram lOr an examination? 
11. Which is the best way to prevent truancy? 
12. What can be done to prevent truancy? 
13. If a large girl refuses to obey, what is best to be done? 
14. Is it advisable to require large scholars to keep their hands 
folded on the desk during recitation? 
IS. What is the Best way to break up the practiCe of gum-
chewing? 
16. In teaching phonic analysis, is it better to choose words of 
certain vowel sounds in order, or to take words as they happen 
to occur? 
17. How many times should a teacher speak to a child for the 
same offense before inflicting punishment of some description? 
CHICAGO PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 
PIlOrOHED COUIlSE OP STUDY IN GEoGRAPHY. 
GIlADI I.-I. Name of City. 2. Name of State. 3. Name and Location 
oC School. 4. Location of House. S. Cardinal Pointi of Compau. 
GUOI n.-I. Review Fint Grade Work. 2. Name of Lake. 3. Name 
of River. 4. Name of Place ot Nativity. S. Direction from this place of 
all places named in Reading LesIOns. 
GUOE 111.-1. Shapeof Earth. 2. Division of Earth's surface into Land 
and Waler. 3. Names of GrAnd Divisions. 4- Names of Oceans. S. Points 
of the Compau on Outline MapJ of Hemispheres and Grand Divisions. 6. 
Point out this country, stale, and city on Outline Map. 
GRADE IV.-I. Boundaries of Grand Divisions. 2. BJundaries of Oceans, 
by oceans and grand divisions. 3. Equator, Zones-coldcst and hottest points 
of Earth. 4. Definitions of Natural divisions of land and water. S. Lo-
'Clltion and brief description of Rocky Mountains, Alleghany . Mts., and Cas. 
cade Range. 6. NaD'.e, location, and connection of each of the Great Lakes. 
7. Location, description, and principal use of St. Lawrence River, Merrimac, 
Hudson, Ohio, MiSlOuri, Red, Mississippi, Columbia, Potomac,'and Tennesee. 
8. Location, connection, and use of lIIinoill and MiChigan,' WeVand, and 
Eric Canall . 9. Name, capital. metropolis, and direction from lIIinois, of 
each of the United Stales. Largest and Imallelt state. 10. Names and lo-
cations of 5 luant clllel of the U. S. II. Special geography of this state, 
(as foaad in text-book.) 12. Loention of the following points, in connection 
wilh a Itady of the principal nalara) or manufactnring prnductions of the Te. 
"onl of which these points sue cent en : Chicago, Green Bay, Oleveland, 
Cinclanati, St. Louis, Minneapolis, New Orleanl, Mobile, Pittsburgh, Buffalo, 
SyraculO, SaJlnaw, Titumlle, Lowell, Dennr, New Almaden, Virginia City, 
Galena, Marquette, Wilmington, (N. C.). 13. Boundary and direction from 
U.S., of remaining politlcal divi ions of North America. 14. Location and. 
brief description of Yakon river, MacKenzie river, Red River of the Nordi, 
Hudson Bay, Gulf of St. Lawrence, Bay of Fundy, Gulf of Mexico, Cuba, 
Yucatan, Gulf of California, and Alaska. 15. Location of, and things cOn-
nected by Behring St., Davis St., Hudson St. , St. of Belleisle, and Florida 
Straight. 16. Location and principa' indu. try (as in 12) of Halifax, Mon-. 
treal, Havana. Vera Cruz, and Sitka. 17. A free hand memory map showing 
approximately the position of the mountains and waters named in (S), (6), 
(7) and (8) . 18. Free hand memory m~ps ofthe state in which we Iive,-and of 
the United Slates, showing productions in (12.) 19. Ted-book to be care- ' 
fully read, to South America. 
GRADE V.-I. Location and brief description of Andes Mts., Alps, Scan'-
dinavian Mts. , Carpathiau Mts., Appenines, Caucasus Mts., Pyrenes, Ural 
Mis., Altai Mis., Balkan Mts., Himalaya Mts., and Atlas Mountains. 2._ 
'Orinoco, Amazon, La Plata, Voiga, Danube, Dwina, Rhine, Seine, Thames, 
Rhone, Yenesei, Yang-tse ·Kiang, Ganges, Euphrates, Nile, Congo, Niger, 
and Murray rivers. Location and brief descriptton of each. 3. Location,capital, 
metropolis,and principal productions of Brazil,Argentine Republic,Peru, Great 
Britain, France, Germany, Austria, Russia, Sweden, Spain,ltaly, China, Japan, 
India, Egypt, British Colonies of S. Africa, and Australia. 4. Names and lo-
catIOn (as to grand divisions) of all the political divisions of Europe, Asia, 
Africa, N. America, and S. America. 5. Races of men, characteristics and 
location (as to grand divisions.) 6. Location of the following points, and 
study of the natural and manufactured productions of the regions of which 
these points are the centers: Bahia, Valparaiso, Montevideo, Potosi, Quito, 
.Glasgow, Belfast, Liverpool, Birmingham, Dantzic, Hamburg, Leipsic, Am. 
sterdam, Marseilles, Lisbon, Naples, Athens, Odessa, Constantinople, CAnton, 
Tokio, Bombay, Smyrna, Jerusalem, Mocha, Tunis, Port Said, Sidney, and . 
Melbourne. 7. Describe, omitting miner details, a voyage from New York 
to San Francisco, a voyage from London to Melbourne via Cape Horn, via 
Cape of Good Hope, via Port Said; a voyage from Chicago to Liverpool 
via River St. Lawrence, a voyage from San Francisco to Sidney, 'a voyage 
from Sidney to New York via Port Said. 8. Name and locate all capes, is-
lands, seas, and lakes, found upon maps of grand divisions in text-book stud-
ied. 9. A free hand memory map of each of the grand divisions showing 
mountains, rivers, and races named i;" (I), (2), and (5). 10. A Mercator's 
map free hand from memory, showing grand divisions, the productions in 
(6), and sulftcimllv developtd to show the track of thevoyagts in (7.)* II. 
All remaining matter in text-book studied to be read carefully in class. 
GRADE VI. 
A. MATHEMATICAL GEOGRAPHY.-I. Form of Earth with PrOofs. 
2. Division of Earth's Surface by Equator. Parallels of Latit~, 
Latitude, First Meridian, Meridians, Longitude. 3- Government Survey of 
Public Lands. Principal Meridian, Base Line, Ranges East, Ranges West, 
Townships North, Townships South, Application to Illinois. 
B. PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY.-1. Natural Divisions of land and water, 'Defi-
nitions of same as found in text-book. Illustrations of each. Climate, Cir-
cumstances modifying it, Latitude, Elevation, Proximity to bodies of water, 
Slopes of country, Position of Mountain chains, Prevailing winds, Ocean 
currents. 3; Plants and animals useful for food, clothing, or shelter. Coa1, 
Petroleum, Gold, Silver, Mercury, Iron, Copper, Lead, Salt. Their distribu. 
tion, abundance, lo';'lity, and uses in N. America. 4. Winds and Ocean 
currents affecting climate of N .,America. S. The extent, velocity, drainage, 
delta, direction,locality, and principal uses of the St. Lawrence, Merrimac, 
Mobile, Mississippi, and Chicago rivers. o. The mountain and flver systen;al 
of N. America. 7. Climate of N. America and circumstances w~ch ex-
plainit. 
C. POLITICAL GEOGRAPHY. I. Forms of Govermnmt.-Absolute mon-
archy, litaited monarcy, republic, colony. Define and illustrate. 2. Sttll~1 
of Socitty.-Savage, civilized. Define and illustrate. 3. Rel,gion.-Cilris. 
tian, Roman Catholic, Greek, and' Protestant churches. Jewish, Mohamme-
dan, Pagan. Define and illustrate. 4 . Branchts of Indus/ry.-Agriculture, 
mining, fishing, manufacturing, commerce. Define and illustrate. s. Co",-
"uycial Towns.-Origin and growth, circumstances on which prosperity .de· 
pends. Illustrate by five largest cities in the United States. 6. Political di· 
visions of North America studied by following topics: a. Boundary, latitude, 
and longitude. o. Contour and relief forms. c. Bodies of water. d. -Rjvers, 
navigable, water power or manufacturing, e. Climate, productions, natural, 
manufactured. j. Area as compared with Illinois.* g. Capital and,chief 
towns. .n. Curiosities, special peculiarities. i. Prevailing religion, language , 
history. j. State of education, location of principal colleges, national·schools. 
7. StudY,of United States by the following sections. a. New England States. 
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'. 6. The Middle Atlantic States. c. The Southern States. d. The Central 
States. e; Tbe Pacific States. j. The Territories. Tbe study of each sec-
tion to embrace the following topics : a. States included. o. Contour and re-
liefforms. c. Animal, vegetable, and mineral productions. d. Manufactured 
productions, exports and imports. e. Distributing points. f. Means of com-
munication, external and internal. g. Employments. k . Cbaracter of public 
schools. i. Names and locations of principal colleges , universities , and noY-
ma/,sckools.* 8. Special geography of this state as presented in text-book. 
D. MISCELLANEOUS , GENI!RALI ZATIONS AND NIAI'S. J. *Locate lii,; t live 
"principal meridians" from which gove,r~me~t sUl:veys have bee~ made. ~o­
cate as to townships the five largest clites III tbls otate. (QUIllCY, Peon a, 
Bloomington, Aurora, Galesburg.) 2. Commerce of Unil,d Slal,s.-Natural 
and artificial water routes that promote dOl1lesti~ and thereby foreign com- ' 
merce. Locate four (actual or projec.ed) transcontinental routes westward 
from New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore. and Charleston. 3. All descriptive 
geography of text-book relating to N. America to be read in class; Illustra-
:tions studied and explained. 4. An outltne memory map of the United 
States by parallels and meridians, showing productions named in 3. B. Sec-
tions in 7. C., and routes in 2. D. 5. *An outhne memory map of North 
America 'by parallels and meridians showing its political divisions and Its 
. mountains and river sy.tems. 
GRADE VII. 
A. MATHEMATICAL GEOGRAPHY.-I. Review I A., 6:h grade. Add 
lize of earth. 2. Review 2. A., 6th grade. Add axis of earth. 3. Daily 
revolution of earth, when and where days and nights are equal in length ; 
when and where unequal. 4. Annual revolution of earth, the earth's orbit, 
. the plane of the earth's orbit, inclination of earth's axis to plane of orhit. 5· 
Tropics-where located, why so located ; polar circles-where located, why 
io located; zones, opposite seasons of different sides of equator. 6. Review 
3. A., 6th grade.-Add method of numbering sections III Gov. township, lo-
cate school-house as to section. 
B. PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHV.-I . Rev\ew I. 2. B., 6th grade. 2. Plants and 
",niniais useful for food, clothing, or shelter. Gold, silver, m~rcury, iron, lead, 
tin, zinc, coal, copper, salt. Their distribution, abundance, locality, and uses 
in South . America and Europe. 3. Winds and ocean currents affecting the 
climate of South America and Europe. 4· Extent, velocity, drainage, delta, 
direction, locality, and principal uses of Orinoco; La Plata, Amazon, Danube, 
Volga, Rhine, Rhone, Thames, Seine, and Tagus rivers. 5. The mountain 
and river systems of South America and Europe. ~. The coast line of South 
America and Europe, commercial facilities, name!', and locations of principal 
iDdentations and the connecting straits. 7. Climate of South America and 
EJlrope and circumstances which explain it. , I 
C. POLITICAL GEOGRAPHY.-I. Review 1., 2·,3·,4·, C., 6th grade, giving 
South American or European illustrations. 2. Review 5· C., 6th grade, and il-
lustrate by three larltest cities of South America and seven largest cities of 
_ ,Europe. , 3. Study political divisions of South A.merica and Europe b~ sub· 
stantially sam,e topics as 6. C., 6th grade. 4. SpeCIal geography of BraZIl and 
"Great Powers"of Europe as found in text-book. 
• D. MISCBLLANEOUS GENERALIZATioNS AND MAPS.-J. All descriptive 
leojIY&phy contained in text-book, relating to South America and Europe, to 
be read in class. Illustrations studied and explained. 2. Outline memory 
~ap6 by parallels and meridians of Sout~ America a.nd Europe, sho,,:ing their 
mouDtain and river systems, the producttons named III 2 .• B., the locatton of al\ 
cities 'baving a populaHon of 500,000 or upwards, and Ike parallel of latilude 
tif tllis ,piaee.* 3. A f~ee.hand. outline memory ma~ of the Atlantic O.cean 
and its tribntaries, showlllg locatton of 3 North American, 2 South Amencan, 
anJl 5 European seaports, location and direction of its cold and warm currents 
aDd trade winds, and the location of ItS Sargasso seas. 
GRADB VIII. 
A. 'M'ATHEMATICAL GEOGRAPHy.-1 Review mathematical geography, 
of '6th and 7th ' grades. 2: Length of days and ' nights at equator, at 
tropics at this piace, at polar circles, at poles. 3. Change of seasons. Sea-
IOns oc'Torrid zone, seasons of Temperate zones, seasons of Frigid zones. 4· 
All lpecial mathematical geography of text· book to be read in class and illus· 
trations of same to be reproduced and explained by pupils. 5. Review 3· A., 
6th grade 'and 6. A., 7th grade. Add,government method of dividing sections, 
'locate schoolhouse as to J4 J4 section. 
and Africa 4. Extent, velocity, drainage, delta, direction, locality, and prin-
cipal uses of the Yang-tse-Kiang, Euphrates, Ganges, Nile, and Congo rivers. 
5. Mountain and river system of Asia. Africa, and Australasia. 6. The coast 
line of ASIa, Africa, ana Australia. Commercial facilities. Names and loca-
tions of principal indentations, and connecting straits. 7. Climate of Asia, 
Africa, alld Australia, and circumstances which explain it. 
C. POLITICAL GEOGRAI'HY.-I Review I., 2. , 3., 4.,5. C., 6th grade, and il-
lustrate by application of same to Asia, Africa, and Australasia. 2. Study 
political ,divisions of Asia, Africa, and Australasia by substantially the ~ame 
topics as 6. C., 6th grade. 3. All descriptive geography relating to Asia, Af-
rica, and Australasia to be read in clnss. Illustrations to be studied and. ex-
plained. 
D. MISCELLANEOUS GENBRALIZATIONS AND MAPS.-I. All special mathe-
matical, physical, and political geography in text-book used reviewed and illus-
trated. 2. Outline memory maps of Asia, Africa, and Australia by parallels 
and meridians, showing indepen<ient political divisions, mountain and river 
systems, productions in 2. B., and location_ of all cities of 500,000 and up-
wards. 3. Account for climates of torrid and temperate zones as stated in 
'text-book. 4. Account for the rainless regions of the United States, Peru, 
North Africa, and Central Asia. 5. Account for the excessive rainfall elllot of 
the Andes and south of the Himalayas. 6. Account for the i~undatipns of 
the Mississippi, Danube and Nile rivers. 7. A Maeator's free-hand map 
from memory showing outlines of grand divisions, the mountain and rivcr 
systems of e,ach, location of all regular winds and .currents studied, location of 
all cities of I ,000,000 inhabitants or upwards, anl the productions and routes 
of travel found in 10, 5th grade. 
COU RSE OF PHYS IOLOGY. 
FIRST GRADE.-Hnman llody. Names of visible parts. 
their uses. (Use of pocket handkerchief.) 
Five Senses and 
SECOND GRADE.-Proper position of pupils while writing, stu'dying, or re-
citing. Evil effects of improper positions. 
THIRD GRADE.-Pure air. Necessity for gnod ventilation in sleeping 
rooms, sick rooms , etc. Evil effects of bad ventilation, cau~ing headache, 
drowsiness, etc. 
FOU RTH GRADE.-Food. Modenition in eating and drinking. ' Necessity 
for thorough' mastication. Food not to be eaten too hot or too cold. Adapta-
tion of food to the season. Bathing-frequency; why necessary. Cleanliness 
of dress; change of clothing. 
FWfH GRADE:-Sleep. Regulari ty in hours of sleep;, clothing at night 
changed; morning best time f~r study. Muscles, how weakened ; htiw 
strengthened. Laws of Exercise. , 
, SIXTH GRADE.-Digestion. Names, uses, and structure of organs; pro· 
cess of digestion; fiuids tbat aid it. Dyspepsia-how caused, how remedied. 
Fourth grade reviewed, reasons given for rules for eating and drinking. 
SEVENTH GRADE.-CIrculatioll and Re;piration. JIlnmes, uses, and struc-
ture of organs. Difference ill fiow of blood through arteries and veins. Dif. 
ference in breathing and swallowing carbonic acid gas. Etrect of compress' 
ing the lungs . 
Review Third Grade. 
EIGHTH GkADE.-Structure of Ihe eye, habits injurious to it. Structure of , 
spinal column and ribs. The spinal cord, nerves, brain. In review the evil 
effects of wearing tight clothing, sitting in a StooplDg posture, breathing im-
pure air. 
Nole.-Physical Exercises.continued through all the gradei'. 
·CORRECTION. 
On page ~6l or' Number 117, read the Geoinetrical formula ,to find 
the sum of an infinite ascending series, viz.: 
,..1 • , 
S=;:::::r. And on page *i3' 
GENBRAL FORMULA. 
H=l~ T lg-v'a±v[T,rg(TIg-6,ra)ta] ~ •. 
-A schoolboy being asked ~y his teacher how he should flog him, replied: 
.. If you please, I should like to have it on the ltaliansystem of penmanship-
the heavy strokes upward and the downward ones light." 
, B. PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY.-I . Review I. 2. B., '6th grade. 2 • . Plants, an" 
' . aIs and minerals useful for food, clothing, and shelter. Their distribution, ~d..nce locality and uses in Asia, Africa, Australia, and the Oceanic is- -
a , ' . If' linds, of the' a:lobe. 3. Winds and ocean currentsatrecting the c imate 0 ASIa 
The WKI!KLY comes to us none too often and is eagerly and fully read 
when it gets here. We keep it on file for teachers' inspecti!ln:-[Ginn & 
Heath, Publisher:" Boston, Mass. ' , 
The WEEKL~ is first class .~[A. G. Smith, Blooming Prairie, Minn. 
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E.DITORS. 
NIfII E"r1a"ti-Prof. J. Manhall Hawk .. , Princtpal Jon .. School, Portsmouth, N. H. 
C.1.~~Hun. J. C. Shattuck, State Supt. Public Instruction, Denver. 
... -J. M. DeArmond, Principal GrammarScbool No. s. Davenport. 
/lU".i,-Pror.john W. Cook, IlIInoil Normal Uni.enity, Normal. 
/ .. tf;41I4-j. B. Roberts, Principal HIKh School, Indianapolis. 
Mi". ... /a--{). V. TOUiley. Supt. Public Schools, Mlnneapoli • . 
Wlsct",n',,-Prof. S. S. Rockwood, Stale Normal School, Whitewater. 
OM..-R. W. SteveDlon, Supt. Public Schools, Columbus. 
MieAip .. ,.-E. B. Fairfield, Jr., Supt. Public Schools, Howell. 
N,h-IUII4-Prof. C. B. Palmer, State Uni.enlty, Lincoln. 
CHICAGO, MA Y 29,1879. 
THE STATES. 
WlSCONSIN.-Mr. W. M. Graham, son of Prof. Graham, of Oshkosh, has 
been elected editor.in.chief of the 06trlin Rtvitw. for the next college year. 
Mr. Winslow, the superintendent 6r Marinette county. is making arrange· 
ments to hold the teachers' institute during the last week in August. 
Prin. W. H. Richardson. of Milwaukee. publishes a long article in the 
Crtqm Cit)' Courit~. on "The South as it waa'and is." 
The College baae.ball clubs are at it again. 
The Stalt 7ou~nalsays there is lOme quiet talk at Ripon about closing the 
high school and lending the scholars to the College at tbe public cbarge for 
tuition. It would seem as tbougb tbere ought to b~ sucb a community of in· 
terests between the citizens and the college management as would render such 
I1n arrangement satisfactory all around. Public and private school interests 
oUllbt always to harmonize. No college is wh.olly a private institution: 
Principal A. O. Wright, of the Fox Lake Academy. haa been appOinted 
Normal RCl:ent in place of Hon. Wm. Starr. deceased. Prof. Wright is a 
thorough.going and experienced school man and will bring many useful and 
greatly desirable qualities to the performance of his duties. His appointment 
re·inforces the Board in exactly the right direction. 
This is how it looks to an outsider who used to be 'one 'of us.' Prof. Rey-
nolds, now of Northfield. Minn .• knows the educational "lay-out" in the 
state eminently well: 
. "Anyone who will carefully read Ihe Report of the Superintendent of 
Public Inltruction of the State of Wisconsin for the year ending December 
31. 1878, wlllilet a comprehensive view of the work being done in 'the state 
and by the ~tate to educate the rising generation. He can but see the magni~ 
, tude of the work and the vast responsihility of the gentleman ylaced at the 
head of tbis important department of the civil service. He wi! dearly see 
how important a thing it is that this office should be filled by a man of educa-
tional and professional experience. and abundantly furnished with literary 
and executive qualifications to discharge witb promptness. energy. efficiency. 
and 1I0od jud&ment, the duties imposed upon him by the suftrages of the peo-
ple. Judging frem our observation •• from long acquaintance. and from the 
. .reading of his Annual Report. the present incumbent of the State Superin-
tendent:1 office seema to discharge the dutie,s of his high office with fidelity, 
ability, and devotion to the educational inter~ts of the state in all departments. 
and we would earnestly commend his annual report to the careful exam ina-
, tlon of all teachers, scbool officers. and everyone who baa a lively interest in 
sednl: Wisconsin take a high stand among her sister states. not only in mate-
ria\ wealth, but in moral. Idcial, and intellectual culture." 
The new Regents nf the State University are Hon. G. H. Paul of Milwau-
kee. ,and L. B. Cole 0' Green !Jay. Mr. Paul is an old member but we be-
lieve Mr. Cole is a new man. ' 
Gen. Beadle. ex·Surveyor Gen. of Dakota, and now Supt. of Public Scho~ls 
for that territory. spent a day last week in the Whitewater Normal School. 
He lays he doe. not want to hear the word "University" in his territOry for 
ten' years to come. but wants IW6 normal ufl()()/s established at the earliest 
pouible moment; one, in the north and one in the IOUth. 80 that when the ter-
ritory I. divided. each section will be lupplied with what he considers the 
mOlt uaeful nnd powerful educational force that any new community can pos. 
leas. 
The Sheboygan HtraltJ says Miss Jennie L. Jones. who was at one time a 
valued tetcher In the Sheboygan schools, hu been obliged to give up school 
,work at Eau Claire on account of ill-health. ' 
Ot!hkOlh il about to establish a F'tfth Ward school at an expense of $10.500. 
$ome-one .ays.-"Up 110 the taxel in conaequence."-y.es.; but why not take 
account of tlie rise in the value of property on account of having an enligh,t~ " 
ened community consequent upon the presence of such an institution? 
Supt. Chas. F. Ninman. of Watertown. has been reelected. He is an old 
school teacher. holds a life State Certificate. and knows how to managesch'ool 
affairs, and therefore is entitled to this expression of continued confid~nce. 
The Monroe Smtinel is to have an educational column under the manage-
ment of .Supt. Richmond. who. by the way, is one of the liveliest members 
of the educational family of superintendents . 
Ex'.Prest. E. A. Charlton. of the Platteville Normai. has bought an intetest _ 
in the B1'odluad Indepmdmt, and is going into the fraternity of the "pen~il 
and scissors." We hope "tnere's millions in it" for him, being sure that 
nothing better than he is can possibly come to him. We trust be will not 
cease to be a good teacber in becoming a good editor. 
Teachers who have tried putting their desks in the rear of their roomsi 
thus foi-cmg the boys and girls to sit without knowing whether or not they ' are: 
watched. report the plan a good departure from the old method. Whenever 
. pupils are old enough to work independently. they should be thrown on their 
own resources, and tbis is a good way to begin the lessons of self-restraint : 
which are to be invaluable as long as they live. . 
It appears from an item in this department last week that 1. N. Stewart' is ' . ' 
principal of the high school at Ripon. This was the result of careleSsness ail -
around. It is generally known that Mr. Stewart is at work at Berlin. where, 
his earnest labors have greatly strengthened the higher department of the pub-
. lie school. . 
ILLINOIS.-The next regular monthly meeting of tbe Kankakee co~nty 
teachers' association will be held at Grant Park. June 21. . 
LaSalle county institute will be held at Ottawa. commencing July 14. !'oDd 
continuing three weeks. Co. Supt. Williams will be assisted by SUFt. Joseph 
Carter. of Peru. and Prin. H. L. Boltwood. of Ottawa Township, High 
School. ' . . 
.The legislative appropriation for the State University for the next · two 
years is $24.000; for the Normal University at Normal, $ 16.000. 
The teachers' training school and school of individual instruction, estab-
lished by Prof. E. L. Wells. at Oregon. will remain open all the' summer- va-
cation, which will be an accommodation to many who wish to avail themselves 
of the instruction of so experienced an educator. and can do so only duiing 
vacation. 
The Summer school at the State University-Sciences and Language~"'::' 
will open June 30. and continue six weeks. For particulars address J. 'n 
Crawford, Champaign. . . . 
The tenth annual session 9f the Champaign County Normal will commence~ 
in Champaign. August II, and continue two weeks. It will be " normal/' 
not "academic." Address Mrs. C. E. Larned. County Supt .• Champaign. -
Commencement week at Illinois Industrial University will be as follow,$ ~ 
June 8. 3 p. m .• ...:Baccalaureate Address; June 9, 2 p. m.-Class Day Exer: 
cises; June 10~ 2 p. m.-Alumni Meeting; June 10, 4 p. m.-CompeQti.,e ~ 
Drill for 13anner; June 10, 8 p. m.-Address before Literary Societies; June 
II. 8 a. m.-Battalion Drill; June' ll. 9~ a. m.-Commencement EX'ercises: ' -
Next College year' begins Sept. 16. 1879 . 
A District Normal Institute and Drill, for the benefit of tbe teacher., of 
Marion. Clinton,' Washington. and Jefferson counties. will be opened at the . ' 
high school buildiqg in Centralia, Monday. June 9, to continue four weeks. 
Particular attention will b'e given to methods of instruction in tbe branches 
require4 by tbe School Law, and to school management. To 'be conducted 
by Charles L. Howard, and J. B. Abbott. Supt. Marion Co. 
The prospectus of the Preparatory, Normal. and 'Primary Departments- of " 
Lake Forest University announces the opening of the faU term Sept. 10. Prof; 
L. R. F : Griffin is principal of the Preparatory and Primary. and Prof. A. It. 
Sabin of the Normal; T~e aim of the Normal Department is tq. train teach-
_ erS for the p'ublic schools. Prof. Sabin is to occupy the chair of Latin. in the 
College. and at tbe 'same time perform the duties of county superiniendent. (&!i 
far as pc;rmitted by the supervisors}. An enterprise worthy of patronag~_has 
been undertaken by Profs. Griffin and Schmitz, which is designed to furnish 
all who d~sire it a thoroughly praclical course of instruction in physi~; , 
chemistry. 'P.ld modem lal)guages. This course will open July 7-- App'lica-
tion should be made before July I. to either Prof. Griffin or·P;of. Schmitz. -" 
A normal institute is announced to open at Newman, July 7. and ~oiltinue 
eight w~ek?-tq be conducted by T. C. Clendenen, of Newman. and F. A. E. 
Starr. pf.Carmargo. 
P{of~. Cook lind Steven~; of Morris. also anlioun~e a summer school ofs~,- '-
- ... .~. . -
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~ce,.to be held at their institution, commencing July 15, and continuing three 
weeks. 
J. B. Ward has been elected superintendent of tbe Du Quoin public scbools 
fQ.1' tbe next year. He will be assisted in his institute this summer by Mr. J. 
_ K. Cochran, of Old Town Seminary, and to some extent by tbe veteran B. G. 
R'?!'ts. 
IOWA.-Supt. George S. Wedgwood, of Atlantic, has left pedagogics for 
"the law." His shingle is already out at Atlantic. 
The Clintori county Normal Institute will convene in Lyons, July 14, and 
continu~ in session three weeks. Supt. Wilcox has issued a sound address to 
the teachers of the county. 
. 'Fhe average daily attendance of the Clinton schools last month was 1,336. 
,. There were only 88 tardinesses. 
Prof. Henry Sabin has been reelected city superintendent of the Clinton 
schools. 
, Prof. Booth, of Chicago, is drilling the law and academic students of the 
University in elocution. \ 
.Council Bluffs has selected her teachers for ensuing year. Mr. A. E. 
€\arenden is superintendent. • 
Another Richmond is in the field. The Davis County R,publican presents 
'the name of Gilbert L. Pinkh~m, late of the University faculty, in connection 
with the' RepublIcan nomination for Superintendent of Public Instructibn. 
. The Democrats in their Convention last week nominated Irwin Baker, of 
Warren county, for Superintendent of Public Instruction. 
At the inter-high school contest at Waterloo, Friday, May 16, prizes were 
&~Iled as follows: For the declamation, g~ld medal, James Reed, Cedar 
R-;'pids; silver medal, Clarence Coast, Iowa City. For the r~citation, gold 
·medal, Nellie Wilkins, Independence; silver medal, Nellie Bird, Cedar 
~pids. The next meeting will be held at Iowa City lhe third Friday in 
·M'ay,I880. 
· Prof. J; C. Gilchrist, of the State Normal School, visited five of the nor-
mal schools of the West a short time ago, and' on his return' told his students 
what he saw and beard. The Kirksville, Mo., school is ably ·conducted and 
il~ the best library seen during the trip. About 240 pupils are in attendance. 
it Norm~I, Ill., is the Normal University, with an attendance of 244 students. 
1'he pluseum is a prominent feature. The faculty is able and scholarly. 
Cook County Normal is at Englewood, Ill., and bas an attendance of 125 stu-
- dents. Tbis scbool, like our own, has a boarding department. The State 
numbers and interest. Some of the best people of tbe city are members, and 
all are entbusiastic over the methods and results already achieved. Classes 
meet daily and evening classes are held for tbe accommodation of business 
people and public scbool teacbers. An afternoon class has afso bee~ opened 
in Council Bluff<. The school at Grinnell, la., promises to be largely at· 
tended. 
MICHIGAN.-Mr. D. R. Hall, tor three years principal of the schools at Es· 
canab~, leaves at the d ose of tbis term to go into business ; and an uncle of 
Mr. J. W. Pinch, director of the scbool board, takes his place. 
The Niles High School grad,!ates 19 this year. 
The ·alumni and alumnae of Kalamazoo College arc arranging for a reunion 
to be beld during commencement ~eek. '-
The Howell Reform Club has been reorganized, and now includes in.its 
discussions temperance and the various topics falling under tbe general head' 
of "social science." Its meetings are held once a week and much interest is 
. being mamfested in the work. At the meeting of May 19 the Club was a'd· 
dressed by the editor of this department on the subject of ."Teachers and 
school work." 
Supt. Wm. H. Payne, 01 tbe Adrian 'schools, has publisbed in large pam-
phlet form of 65 pages a syllabus of a course of twenty-two lectures on the -, 
"Science and Art of Teaching." Tbe ba.~i~ ·or'the Syllabus is lecture nqtes 
employed in, giving instruction to .:. class. of teachers in the !':lormal Depart~ 
ment of Adrian Colleg\" during the fall te11l! of 1878.. . It is divided into th!:ee 
series: (I.) ten lectures on the Science of :Teaching/ (2.) ten lectures on tlie ' 
Alt of Teaching, (3.) ten lectures on Cal Contrasts between tbe O\d E duca. 
tion and the New, (b) Criticism of Principles. 
For those who wish to study the philosopby of teac hing, this Syllabus will 
prove an invaluable basis forihollght and ·study. 
MINNF-SOTA.- The over crowded condftion of our news coluinns last week 
compelled the omission of many Minnesota items. 
At the regular annual meeting of tbe Regents of the Normal schools May 
20, Principal Morey, of Winona, declined a reiHection, and 'his position was 
left vacant. Prof. Morey will enter the profession of law. , . 
Prof. G. M. Hyde, for several years connected with the Minneapolis GOln-
mercial College, becomes professor of music, penmanship, and book-keeping 
in the St. Cloud Normal School. 
J . K. Davis has been reengaged as superintendent of tbe city scbools · of . 
Normal buildmg at Oshkosh is a model structure. Tbere. are 70 students in 
the preparatory department and 230 in the normal department. The school 
~s well conducted and great care is manifested in all movements and evolu· . 
lions. Tbe Winona, Minn., Normal scbool building is a grand· one. The at-
tendance tbis year is not large. A fine library and zoological cabin~t are 
great aids to students. Prof. G. thinks Iowa is not behind her sister states in 
' normal ",ork. We lack, however, the advantages of buildings and cabinets. 
Rochester at a salary Of $ 1,200. FQurteen teachers are also .engaged f6r th.e 
next year at the same salaries' that have been paid during'the-past year. 
.Il.. Minnesota exchange says "A young Whaley got whaled at school at 
Zumbrota Falls, and the school·marm was fined '48:11 for it. 'Fhe case..js to 
~e appealed to th~ district' court." . " • 
. The Stud",ts' Off,ring for May is a very good number. 
, ' The_catalogue of the State University for 1878-9 is just out. The total 
~umber of ~tudents in attendance for the current year is 561. 
. KANSAS.-SUPt. Wells calle~ a meeting of all school officer; in Nemaha 
county at Seneca, May 21, to advise in the matter of the adoption of a uniform 
series of text· books for use in the schools of Nemaha county. 
.There .are six candidates for graduation in the EmpOria higb school, JUne 
13· . 
Tlie University libraries contain about 15,000 volumes. There is a cata. 
log of autbors and titles, and a concordance of subjects. . Forty.five news. ' 
papers and periodicals are received. . 
State Supt. Lemnion has issued a circ~lar to school .district Qfficers fully ex-
plain~ng their duties respecting the new text·book law, and -recomme~ding 
certam bool<s for Use in the schools. . ., 
. " Mr. J. J. McConnell, a graduate of the University and for the past year 
ptin~ipal of tbe Oskaloosa bigh school, has been chosen superintendent of ibe 
Atlantic' schools for the coming year. . .. 
·The weekly edition of the Iowa City Pr-ss 'o( week before last is something 
worth having. It contains a splendid description of the Inter-State oratorical 
contest, a 'verbatim report of the orations, the markings of the judges, and the -
ontroversy~ver the marking. This pape~ will be greatly prized by the col-
le&es of tbe wbole country. 
At tbe Waterloo Inter,bigb school contest a constitution wa.~ adopted 'and 
officers elected for the coming year. President, ·C. P. Rogers, Mdrsballtown; 
Vice President, . Miss V. L. Scott, Waterloo·; Secretary, Wm. Elden, Inde· 
pendence; Ex-Committee, J. K. McNaugbton, Cedar Falls, R. S. Bingham; 
'Mareng?, and O. H. Brainard, Iowa City. 
. The following high schools were represented at the Waterloo contest: 
_ Towa City. 'Lyons, Monticello, Independence, La Porte, Mare1'l:o, Marsball-
'town, East Waterloo, West Waterloo, Cedar Falls, and Cedar Rapids. State 
superirit~nden~t vo~ Crelln presided. 
_ NEBR.A5KA .. -Prof. Cohn's School of Languages in Omaba opened with 
-&Oo31y nuinbers Monday, May 12, and has been gradually increasing both in 
We are every week looking for those news items promised by severil of • 
our Kansas friends for publication in' this department. . '. 
. ~ ~ 
WASHINGTON TERRITORY.-Judge B·~rke, Qf Sea ttle, receritly' enteitiihti:d 
the normal class o,nd otber pupils of 'tbe Uniyer3ity by a }ectu~e on School 
Law. Following his exposition, in reply to wtitten qUC$tions,l)e gave aD il\- ' 
teresting talk on. the general subject. The integrity of the school system must 
be maintained notwithst!>nding the hue and cry .against 'high taxes; and tlie ' • 
high. ~chool must ~ kept in goo<i r~puie as the crowning poirit to'di th~ pub. . 
lic system. ' . 
Prof. Burnell, of Seattle ' University. recently ~li~ered an address at the 
Congreg'ltionl\1 church. upon "T~e Educ:ation of the Neg~o.' ; 
, ---
PENNSYLVANIA.-The International Exbibition was form<tlly opened May 
10, in Pbiladelphia. An extended address was delivered by <;:ommisSioner 
Jc;>bn Eaton, wbo ~vas followed by Sta~e Supt. J .. P. ~i~kersbam, Prof. Cope, 
and Col. Forney. ' 
!?Hlo.-The Lodi Academy, situated ·in Medina county, has belln discon. 
tinued. The bnilding is to be used for a graded'scbool. . 
Wor-thington, haS !Seen elected Pri~ci~. . • • 
J 
I ,.r""; 
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CORRESPONDENCE. 
MODERN "METHODS" IN PunLIC ~CHOOLS. 
..To tlu Editors 0/ the Weeltly: 
The 'visiting committee to the La Crosse high school, at the recent 
public examination, made a remarkable discovery, and they are frank enough 
to make a candid avowal of it. 
The discovery waa that improved methods of instruction are in use in Ihat 
school. Their acknowldgemeot o)f the fact is very cheering, while so many 
are insisting that the present methods used in our schools are so far inferior 
to those followed in bygone year>. I would, ·however, relllind the committee 
that these improved methods with which they were so highly gratified, have 
been employed in the Northwest for the last twenty years or more, and are 
by no melll1S the monopoly of the city of LaCro;se. The traditional teacher 
so truthfully pnd so eloquently described in their Report has not been known 
in America in the laat fifty years, and never was known in \'Visconsin. It is 
wel1 to be charitable toward the traditional teacher. The methods in vogue 
to.day may excite a smile in those that follow us. The traditional teacher 
sent out from under his instruction those who became eminent in their several 
departments of labor, who hecame known to fame, who served their day and 
generation with remarkable fidelity. and who were the standard hearers of 
truth and civilization in the darkness of our country's history. Thc cata-
logue of illustrious names is too long to be here recited, and the traditi~nal 
tcacher who fittecl them for their high miss ion is entitled to, and shall receIve, 
~~~ -
The comments of the committee upon the instruction were, in general, 
quite proper, but might lead some to infer that the LaCrosSe high school is 
usiag tIlt best methods. There is. danger of exciting envy in other schools. 
It is to be remembered that there may be adifterence of opinion among men 
aa to what conatitutes the best methods, or even good methods, nor did the 
committee gtve a very clear view of the' methods of teaching employe<), but 
hut rather indicated the method of examination. 
A method of ex~mmation should be quite different from a method of teach-
ing. The work of ihe school may divide itself into teaching, guiding, en-
couraging, and examining. There may be various methods of teaching, ac-
cording to the aim we have in view, also various methods of gUIding and en-
couraging, and 8tiII other methods of examining, in order to test the teacher'S 
, work, and to eletermine whether the pupils have acquired sufficient knowledge 
of the suhject in hand, and sufficient mental power tl? enter upon new and 
untried work. I take it that the committee saw certain methods of examin-
ing, were favorably impr essed with them, and took them, through mistake, to 
he methods of teaching. If, however, thc committee did, on examination 
day, see the methods of teachiag in full operation, it may be a very grave 
queatlon whether the teachers. were pursuing the true order of their work. 
I have already aaid tbat men may differ in opinions aa to what constitutes 
good methods. If,-bowever, a teacber is so impressing bis pupils with bis 
own individuality and enthusiasm os to lead them to a healthy ambition to ex_ 
cel in their work, and they are thereby roused to energetic effort and perse-
vering elf-activity, such teacher, no doubt, has good methods, and he wiII 
end out into the world men and women well educated, because self-educated, 
and no one ;1 well educated who is not self-educated; and such teacher will 
be to his pupils not simply a task-maater, but a guide and a ftlend. If the 
teachers in 'the LaCrosse high school do thus rOUSe their pupils to a desire for 
excellence and a discontent with present attainments, and do so appeal to al\ 
that is manly and dignified in their human nature, that they press forward 
with settled reaolution to higher acquirementS in knowledge, in vutue, and in 
everything that makes one a perfect man, then those teachero are using good_ 
methods of instruction, no matter wha ~ methods other schools may use. These 
methods of which we read and hear so much are of little \vorth, unless they 
are vitalized hy the spiritual force of . a living guide. 
We have a right to infer that Dr. Arnold used g-oodmethods, for he sent ?ut 
into .every department of England's civil, military., and ecclesiastical serVIce 
some of the choicest men who have adorned her annals. They were imbued 
by his conscious as well as unconscious tuition, with love of, country, elevotion 
to coDititutional Uberty, and loyalty to truth and Christian principle. 
"We learn, not Cor the school, bot for life,''' for aU its high endeavors, for 
all ita irand and eternal possibilities, and for that tribunal' before which all 
teachen mUit yet appear to listen ' to the recorded proofs of the good or bad 
rClults of the methods ased in the discharge of daily duties. It will avail us 
little then whether we \lied this or toot particular. way of doirig our work, 
.but the Important <l.uestioa will be, with what spirit we were' animated and by 
-.yhat motive we discharged the sacred trust committed to us. Then a goud 
conlcience wll1 be paramount to all methods yet devised. . '. 
B. M. REYNOLDS. 
NOIlTHruu.D, Mllm., MaY_3, 1879. 
THE STUDY OF WORDS, APPLIED TO llOTH THE 
AND ENGLISH LANGUAGES. 
To Ihe Edilors 01 the Weekly.-
S. certainly deserves the most hearty thanks of every leaeher ollanguagts, 
for having called the attention of the numerous readers of the WEEKLY to the 
imporlance of the "Study of Words." Not only is the study of Etymology 
helpful to the student of English; but the .same can easily be extended to 
the modern lanbuages. For instance, the "Relation of English to French" 
and the "Formation of Words in the French Langua~e" maybe made an easy 
task, and a most profitable one too, without extending the time devoted to the 
study of the French language in -our schools and colleges. 
We will suppose that the scholar comes across the French verb sentir. His 
dictionary informs him that the English verb is 1o semI, to lui, to slJlell. If _ 
he has been accustomed to deal etymologically with English words, the fol- _. 
lowing will suggest themselves to his mind: 
Firsl Cale!,"ory_-Scent, scented, scentin~, scentful, scentless. 
The noun semi corresponds to "scentor" (old English form), heuce the 
French corresponding form smtmr, or, in E nglish, being equivalent to eur 
in French. jiemted is the P:lSt puticiple form, hence the French c_orres. 
ponding participial form stnli,~the verb being of the second conjugation. 
Scenlin!," is the present participle form, hence the French smlatll,-ingo being 
equivalent to ant in French. Semtflll, i. e., " full of scent," hence the F(,ench 
pili" de senlmr,-the English suffix lui having no equivalent in Frenc!!. 
Seenlless, i. e., "without scent," hence in French, sam sttlltur ,-the 'suflix 
less also lacking in French. ' 
2. From "to s';ent" we derive a second c.tegory of words. 
·to analyse al\ the words given. hereafter ; but not aiming at anything rnore 
than a hroad outline of this important subject, I will merely give a list of .-the 
English and French words related to the English "to scent." I would say:, 
m passQ1,I, that the study of the "Relation of English to French," and the 
"Word-Formation in the French Language," is Ihe only way to acquire an 
extensive vocabulary, and that ·this study can be reduced to a few general 
rules, even when English E tymology has not received special attention. . 
We do not give any rule in connection with these words; but merely indi-
cate the "Relation" and "Word-Formation." See some of the explanalioDS 
given for the first catcgory of words related to the E nglish "to scent." 
ENGLISH. FRENCH. 
I. sense, .. · sens, nouns formed from the !oo~ oE 
verbs. 
2. sensatio1l". " •.. ... sensation, noUl~s in io~z. or tioll. 
3. sense/lSs, i. e., without sense, . . sans sense, nonsense, 1I1Senl:e. 
4. Senselessly, i. e., in a senseless '" 
rnann~r:. . . . . . . . . . . d'unc manH~ re Insensc , 
5. senseless7Uss, i. e., wnhout sensc, .non-.se.n.se, (absur~ile). 
6. sensibility,.... . sens~blhte, nouns m .~l.. . 
7. sensible,. . . sens~b~e! ~ouns or adj. m .ble. 
8. sensiblen(ss, . sens~blhtc, (sagesst) see 5- . 
9. sensibly, . . senslblement, adv. formed from -adj. 
by adding 1IImt. 
10. sensific, . 
II. sensitive, ... 
II. sensitiveness, 
12. seriorial, . . 
13. sensory, . . 
14. sensual,. _ . 
IS. sensualism, .. 
16. sensua);sl, . 
17; sensuality,. _ _ 
18. sensualness, . . 
19. sensualizatiun, 
20. sensualizt, . . 
21. sensualiud, . . 
22. sensualizing , 
23. sensually, . -
24. sensuous, .. 
35. sentient,. . 
26. sentiently, . 
27: sentiment, . . 
28. sentimental, 
29. sentimentalism, . 
20. sentimentalist, •. 
31. sentimentaliry, . _ 
32. ' sentimentalize, .. 
33. sentimentaIJy,. ( 
· sensifiqne, adj. in ique. 
· sensitive, adj. in iv(. 
· sensibilile, see Nos. 5 and 8. 
· sensorial, adj. and nouns in al. 
· sensoire, adj. and nouns in 'oire. 
· sensnel, adj. in al or d, see 12. 
· sensualismc, nouns in ;SlIIt. 
· sensualistc, nouns in islt. 
· sensualitc , nouns in itt, see 6. 
· sensualite, see 8 and 11. 
o sensualisation, nouns in lion, see 2. 
· sensualiser I verbs in istr. 
· sensualist':, p. p. in e, 1st conj. 
· sensualisant, p. p. of verbs. 
_ sensu ellement, adv. form '1Ilttlt, toiem • . 
of adj . see 9. 
_ sensueux, adj. in tuX_ 
· from French partciple form sentant. 
· adverb formed from adj ., see 4, 23. 
· sentiment, nouns in flUllt. ~ . 
_ sentime~tal, adj. in ai, see 12, 14: 
· sentimentalisnle, nouns in iSIlJ~, see 15. 
· sentimentaliste, nouns in iste, see .16. 
· sentimentalite, nouns in itt,6 and 17 
· sentimentaliser, verbs in £se,., see 20. 
_ sentimentalement, adv. in ment fcolll 
fem. of adj., see 9, 23, 26. 
34, sentinel. . . . sentinel, nouns and adj. in ai, -12, 28. 
Add the ' five words of the first category, total 39 words acquire~.fr0"'. 
single English word. 
The ~ducational W·eeklY. 
, If we now consiqer the compound words formed from "to scent" by means 
of p'refixes, i. to, the verbs "to consent" "to present," and "to resent," and all 
the words relateq to the same, we have a grand total of 52 words formed from 
ODe single word . 
. If we consider tbat there are over nine thousand words in the English Ian· 
guage either detived from, or closely resembling the French corresponding 
• words; and if we further c.onsider that the "Word-formation in the French 
Language" is so very simple that a child can understand it anel. apply it ; still 
further, if we consider the fact that most of the words n"ddto speak or read 
Frm&h can thus be obtained 10ithout any 1I,,&ha1li&ol tll,,,,orizing, will not . 
this phase of the study of the modern languages,-for the same' can be done 
with the German,-be considered a useful and most profitable one? Let tm 
recitations be given to the "Relatton of English to French" and to the "For-
mation of Words in the French Language,' : and I will prophesy that reading 
and speaking the ianguage will then become an tasy task. 
ALFRED I-I ENNEQU IN. 
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, May 9, 1879· 
COMPULSORY EDUCATION-HOW FAR? 
To tl" Editors 0/ th, Wukiy: 
, Thanks for your editorial paragraph of May 15 on compulsory education, 
and agreement as to what should be studied in public schools. It is cheering 
to see that what is absolutely necessary in order to the success of any com-
pulsory law is beginning to be clearly seen and stated by the best friends of 
education. Long ago in your columns, and elsewhere, I made the very point 
you make; showing that compnlsory education could not 'be extended to high 
schools, in the nature of things, and never could be carried through in com-
mon schools if they were overloaded at the top with studies, in number and 
kind, which it is simply impossible to compel the children of al\ the people 
to pursue, and which are not p>rts of "a necessary education for citi zenship," 
if it were possible. As this discussion goes on , and parents come more and 
' more to separate what is practical from what is merely theoretical and over-
ambitious, it 'fill be seen by all what sort of a compulsory law the people 
' want and will sustain. The N,w England Jo"rnal hopes tbat "the siege of 
the schools hy visionaries and high·toned impracticables who are laboring to 
, change the people's common school to a university for trying ,,1\ sorts of ex· 
periments" may be raised. It is to be devoutly desired! And some common 
sense limit and legitimate range of al\ public education it is indispensabl~ to 
find, -which will settle the long .distracted public mind, Sil that what can be 
equitably given the children of the people, and what they can justly in are· 
public be required to receive, may be seen WIthout confusiou or vagueness by 
all concerned. Yours, Gao. F. MAGOUN. 
IOWA COLLEGE, May 19, 1879. 
-------------------
ANSWERS TO EXAMINATlON QUESTIONS. 
The following arc literal copies of ans\~ers given by: candidaL~ for ~ertir.cates at a teacn-
• ami nation in Minnesota. They might be continued ad In/i. ,,,tum, but enough arc -&i:e~to show that, in one sense, a little learning is a dangerous thing. 
GRAMMAR.-Etymology treats of elementary sounds. Etymology treats 
of pronunciation. Syntax treats of the correctness of words in sentences and 
letters in words. Nouns is used to modify nouns. Sentence is a word so 
formed as to contain a subject and a predicate. 
Declension is changing a noun to a pronoun. 
HlsTORy.-Franklin drew lightning from the clouds and put it iu a vial. 
Benjamin Franklin was one of the U. S. presidents. Franklin was a ema-
nentstatesman. Franklin was a noted divine, he was minister to France. 
Rough and Ready is a term applied to sold~ers from a certain state. Rough 
and Ready means Ready and able to do anything required. Rough and ready 
means ready at any time. Secession means that they were fighting. 
Secession 'means admitting states into the Union. 
Boston massacre was a bloody affair fought under general Mcdou!' Paul 
Jones prayed on English C:lm nerse. Robert Morr~s :wa5 the inve ntor of 
.steam. Robert Morris perfected the art of telegraph mg. The ter~ Kn~w. 
Nothing means do not wish to know the laws of t~e country and wIll do Just 
as we please. Nullification was the act "f restormg th~ U. S. bank. Ham· 
ilton was the hero of Tippecanoe. . . 
GEOGRAPHY.-St. Elias is the highest mounalO 10 the world. Sebastopol 
is in the western part of England. Poles are the ends of the eartb's surface. 
Minnesota is about % as large as England and 3( as large as New .Yor~. 
Minn. is 6 times as large as England and J4 as large as New York. MillO. IS 
about jtimes as large as New England, the sam~ with New York, New ~or.k 
Is .~ut 1.10 larger than. Minn. Orbit is a pomt over our heads. AxIS IS 
what the earth revolves on. Degree is a geographical distance between 
places. Zone is :that part of the earth wbich determines the weather, they 
are 10 ill number. The cause of the change; of ' seasons is the wabling 
motion of the earth. Minnesota is hilly and laky. 
ARITHMETlc.-Analysis is to analyze a sum. A fraction is the simplest 
form of a unit. Square root of a number is the 4 equal sides of that num· 
ber. Square root is getting the square of a number. Multiplication is the 
process of multiplying one number by another, to see how many times one 
was contained in the other. The greatest common multiple of 30 and 42 is 
75 divided by 147. DAVID KiRK. 
JACKSON, MINN., May 5, 1879. 
==========~~=== 
NEW BOOKS FOR TEACHERS. 
[Compiled from the PubJisben' Weekly.] 
[Pu6lish~rs may s~cure an a""o"""u·,,,e"t 0; t/u,'y "no ;u6licatt"om i" fhil'IINtltJJllil t 
by sendi"&, cofiu to the edittlr. It is desira61e tAat a fu ll descrijtitl" tlf tAe 6t1t1kl ,.". 
c/udi"l' price, shtluld accompa1l)' it. Mtlre extended "otices will 6e ",ade tI/ INCh. as 
ptllSelS merit, or are q/'interest to teacJurs. 
A ll" hook "a~"red i" this list May 6eIl6ttJ,·.,J 6y ,1IruJ4rdi"g thllr" 'ce t(} t"I/tI611.II-
ers <ifTHs EDUCATIONAL WBBKLY.] 
BAIN, Alex., L. L . D , Education as a science. N. Y., Applettln, 1879. 27-453 p. 
12mo. (I nternational scientific ser., no. 35. ) d ., 1.75 
cn~fi~hl~~il~r:r ~re~,~g!~!~sU;ltl; ~~c!~~~doet:be f'~~~llic~~,\~hde :~~~~~i~ [h~l~ be~c;~ 
~i~I~S~I~:I~~id~~~o~l~ea:'~~he~ifeth!ee~l;:~s °s~,~re~tt:r~~I~d~l~~i~ l~l:t~~1 ir~~~i~:~r~~ 
struction; methods of teaching; everything reiati J'lg to the mother tongue; the value of 
Latin and Greek at the present day; moral education; art education, etc. 
B-\RDEEN, C W . Roderick Hume: the story ofa New Ybtk teacher_ Syracuse, 
Y.,lJavis, Bart(un & CII. , r878. 8-5-:l95 p. 16mo. cI., • 1.25 
The life a nti actual experience of a young school-teacher, from his first application 
for :t posit ion, with its attendant diAicuJties , his work in various kinds of schools , 
his perplex it ies wi th iady teachers and school directors, etc. , e tc . Full of valuable 
information reg:\ rding te:tchers ' duties, certain phases of the modem union 
school, etc. 
C HAl\(BE RS' malhematical tables; cd. by la. Pryde. N. Y., R . Wortlu'"cton, 1879 . 
12 o .cl. 1.75 
HOOD, C: Practical trea.ti!iC on warming buildjngs by hot water, steam and hot air 
ventilation, anti the various mt thods of distributi ng artificial heat, and their effects 
~~nd~li~~  h~~t~~~~~f~:1 ~~~:;~1,~~~~ [~s~Jai~l!d(~~~bl:~:i~~h:f~~~k~~ ;4d~d~~ ::t 
N . Y., E . & F. N . Span, ]879. 462 p. iI . 8 °. d. 4.'l5. 
LAWRENCE, E ugene. Engli~h lilern ture pnmers; modem period. N. Y., Harper, 
1879. 6-133 p. 32 mo. (Harper's half-hollr ser J no . 59.) pap., 25 
Relating to the modern period of English Lite rature; Imef fact~ about the works of 
writers; under "New pocts" Cowper. Burns, Cra.bbe, Darwi n, etc, arc noticed; 
" L."'tke poets" includes Coledri'lge, Wordsworth, Sonthey, Scott, Landor, Campbell, 
Bl'.rr n, Moorc, etc.; " Novelists," Scott, Bnlwer, Disraeli, D ickens, Thackeray, etc.; 
If ec tnres," Carlyle; '< Historians," Carlyle, Buckle, Macaulay, Dickens. Index. 
MORRIS, R : Elementary lessons in Historical Englilh grammar, cont. accidence 
and word formation. N . Y., Appleton, 1879. 254 p.120 •. cl., ' I.oq 
M~!!~~d~~c~~igi~l~~m;;. ~~H~~ha~:;~~~Dr:8~;g~~ p:o~6~:O~~pae~~ . ]0 
' 31 in number-all original. Contents in part: A burst of indignation; Dilco'se 
by a colored man; A trumpet sarmon; Hezekiab·s proposal; About the Billilriales; 
~~t~~~ ~~~e~hr~~ut\\~~~n~o~;:ht~ sZua~~'i:hep~~p.~~~~~~;i:~~ ~~~~~;DA 
colored mnn 's c..lisco'se on different subjects; Peter P cabody 's stump speech, etc. etc . 
V ICKROY, T . R. A fonetic fursl rtdur; prin ted in the alfabct and speling ov the 
Speling Rcform Aso!ihleshnn. Cine. VanAnt'lUerjJ, BrlJrr& Co ., 1879. 48 p. 16 
mo. bds. 
. Noteworthy as the first text book printed in this s tyle. 
Premiums for New Subscribers. 
I. To any present subscriber for THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY} 
who will send a new subscriber's name, with the cash for a year's 
subscription ($2.50), the publishers hereby offer to give a copy 
of ANY BOOK PUBLISHED, the retail price of which doeS 
not exceed $1.00. 
2. To any present subscribet, who ~ill send two new subscH- " 
bers' names, with the cash ($5.00), we offer to give anyone or 
more books, the combined retail price of which does not exceed 
$2.50, or we will extend the subscription of the ane sell(ljng the 
money one full year. . 
.3. To any present subscriber who will send more than tw~' new· 
subscribers' names, with the cash, at $2.50 each, we will give any 
books published, the combined retail price of which does not 
exceed one half the amount of money sent. 
'These who wish books for thei~ own personal use, or for pres-
ents, will find here an easy way to obtain them. The book's 
will be sent through the mail, or by express, at the expense of 
THE PUBUSHERS: 
,\ 
~ The Educational ' W-eekly. ' [Number-jJ8 
PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT. 
BACK NUAlBERS of the WUKLY will he furnished or tcn ccnu: each until the supply iJ exhausted. 
J( nouce II len t UI of" misline number immed1ately on 
receipt of the ",x l number, we will mail It free. Always 
live the "um6,r of the poper, not the date. 
In orderl n&' "chnnKe In the addreu or your paper, always 
a:ave the po!t toffi ce nud Slate /.,.0111 which you wish the :ld· 
drUA chanled. 
Bound volume (or 1817, Half Morocco, wHh gilt l tamp, 
can be had for '5.00. Cover. alone, 75 cenu:. 
T ER MS 0 1' SUBSCRIPTION. 
On" yeor (SO Nos,) , _3 ,00, If p.ld in .d.once, $ •. SO· 
Six months (25 No~. ), 1,15, If ., I .SO. 
Three monthA (. 2 NOI.) .90. .15 
~? c!~b!$ of f~vne , 1 >:car, : :;;: If H ::~: 
EAch StMe Edition (monthly), so cents a year In advaDce. 
dJ~:el!bctn!hlcl~ l~~I: 1~°:V':1 :~~es:e~:~f~~~lr ::n!~es:~; 
on account of aubAcriptions. 
Remittancei' "lIould be lent by r?lstered letter, draftl; or 
po~;~;; 4~:d1a:kdCl:£O~krabl1 ~~y ;,,~ :;';J1;:!I; !!I~~; 
1'0,. col/"lI'o", 
TERMS OF ADVERTIStNG. 
Fer line ngntc menlure, 10 cents each insertion. When a 
'peclal (ocatlon Is chosen, 12 cents a line. Special Notices 
III Publishers' Department, 2S cents a line. 
Advc:rtlsements nmnlng one month or more Will appear In 
all the different 1II01llhly I!diliolu or the WEHK LY, which are 
pubUshed ror local ci rcula tion in the various states . 
Special ra tes for twelve, six, a nd three months ' cont.racts. 
Ordcra from Ilran"ers must be paid monthly In advance. 
AddrCAs all communlcatioOl to 
S. R . WINCHELL & CO. PubUsherl, 
8, Ashtond Block, Cor. Ctark 3Jld RaDdol~h Sto'l ' ChlC3aO, U, 
.-Another Summer School of D.rawing is an· 
nounced in our columns this week. Anything ad· 
vertised to be given at the Chicago Athen:cum may 
Hafely be relied upon ns worthy of patronage. At-
tendance upon this school will afford an opportuni-
ty to combine one or two other advantages which 
arc never lacking in a city like Chicago, especially 
for the teacher who spends most of his year far 
away from such a metropolis. 
- Messrs. J. H. Butler & Co. announce a new 
set of Reading Charls to he ready next month. Be-
in" prepared for use hy either "method", the word, 
phonic, or a-b·c, and being only fiv e dollars a set, 
It is very likely they will be fou nd to be just the 
thing needed, Other sets are mostly either too 
high.pricea or too jewlial'. Teachers will look for 
this with interest. 
- W.· }. Holland, of Springfield, MIlSS" again 
calls for agcnts from the higher grade of teachers. 
' ('he work they offer is more responsible tban that 
usually given to "\lents, and teachers competent to 
an~wer their requIrements will do well to respond 
promptly. 
-The Summer term of the National School of 
Elocution lind Oratory open. July 7. This insti tu. 
tion has too many represenlatives among our read· 
en to need allY commendation from us, Its history 
is its beNt testimonial , See advertisement. 
- The wholesale or introduction prices of Wedg-
wood's 7'ojieal A1la!yJis and Soldan's Grube Melh-
od have heen materially reduced-the fo rmer to 
'3.60 per <lnzen, or 2S per hundred, and the latter 
to ~2 . 1 6 ptr dozen. The mailing price o( each 
remains the same. 
A county superintendent in Wisconsin, sending 
us a club of subscribers (or the Wisconsin Edition 
of the WI!P.K LV, says: "I have received the 
WY.&K I.V light nlong ever ,ince it was established, 
And like It very much. (am more than willin&: to 
Aid all that I Clln in extending its circulation ." 
A county luperintendent in Illinois writes this 
week: "The more I see of your EDUCATIONAL 
WKRKLV lilt OIlier I liRe ii, Ilnd I only wish that 
every teAcher of --- county WIIS sufficiently re-
munerated for hi. work in the school·room to af· 
ford such belps as your excellent paper. 
The Nlw England 7Durtull Df EduLaliotl has 
thiM tn Ray of W~dgwood'. 'j'tlpiral Analvsis : 
"Th~ subjects are systematically outlined and 
especially useful in county' institutes. It covers the 
subjects of geography, arithmetic, physiology, 
grammar, hist ory, and penmanship. It will he use· 
ful for any teacher." 
- - ---
Consumption Cwred. 
in ~~ ~~n~:Yb;c~~n~~rf~I[:~fs~i~~~~ hiliv~nfo~~~I~I~cfe~ 
limple vegetable remedy for the speedt and permanent cure 
*hro:ln:~dt~~~' A~~~~i~~i!:I'ISO a:~~Si'tiv!~~d:a:di~~t cu~~ 
(or NervoUJ Debility and all Nervous ompJaints, after 
having tested its wonderful curative powers in thousands of 
cases, has felt it his duly to make it known to his suffering 
fellows. Actuated by thiS motive and a desire to relieve hu-
man sutTering, I will send free of charge to all who desire it, 
this recipe..t with full direc tions for preparine and using, in 
German, !'-rench, or English. Sent ~ mail by addressing 
:::,h Bi:~,PR!:ah~~:r,t~~ .g~per, W. • SH.~~~ ~orwe 
Wod[Wood's Tonical AnalYSis. 
New and Enlarged Edition· 
Topical Analysis of Drscriptive Geogl'aphy, United States 
H istory, Practical Arithmetic, Physiology and Hygiene, 
Physical Geography, Engliah Grammar, and Pe.nmanshi~. 
~~~ J~~:i~u7:~mRe~fs~dltd~r~~~~:,c~~ls, B;dJ~~a:G~ 
S. \V RJ>GWO;)D. Ret:dl Price 5o cent !O . 
The Third Edition of thiS popular work is now ready for 
delivery. It has been enlarged by the addition of a n analy-
sis of the subjects of Physical Geography. English Grame 
mar. and P enmanship. It iJ the most convenient and Uie-
fut book yet written for institute, normal school, and grame 
mar Jchool instructors. The subjects are systematically out-
lined, so that it is immaterial whether the class IS supplicd 
with unifonn tex t·booka or not . It is well adapted to any 
good text-book, and hence is of great :ldvantage to county 
ins titutes and schools where a diversity of books prevails. 
It saves to the teacher lhe great labor and lime of copying 
on the blackboard, or of dictating, an outline (or review or 
recitation, and to the pupila the immense burden of writmg 
the outline down for their own usc. They are not in danger 
of making errors in copyin&: their outline, or of losing the 
paper upon which it is written . Send for a copy and con-
vince yourself of its surpassing util ity. 
UECOMllmNDATJONS. 
From the many tes timonials sent ' to U5 approving ot the 
usc of \Vedgwood'J Topical Analysis, and commenting on 
its merits, these rew presented below a rc selected from Iowa 
only. 
UEAD THJo~~I CAItEFULLY. 
I regard the Analys is as a valuable aid to teachers and in-
s tructors or normals a nd to teachers of g raded a nd ungraded 
schools: This uniq\le, 10fi~1 grouping of t~c various topics 
and braDchei seems to fil . ~ long desired Dlche. l. H . KOONS, CO . Supt. , Polk Co. , l a . 
bl~ ;~r:ki1:: !:t~~~~~~rti:ti!t~~~YW e ~s~d?;t i~al~~; 
institute lut ycar a nd were so well pleased with the results, 
that wc expect to ~s~ it again, this year .. Can and ~o most 
hearily recommend It to Supt s fo r use 111 the com 109 nor-
mals. H . \V. HAIWV, Co. Supt ., Madison Co., Ia: 
The Topical An:llysis, by G~o. S. Wed~,!od, is in g~n­
eral use in our County a nd CllY Schools. Ihe .suggestlve 
outlinc of the order In which each brancll. and subject should 
be studi~d, is so exhaustive, actual , analogical .. that I think 
it decreases the J:lbor of the teacher rully one-th ird . 
H A . D1SUKOW, Co. Supt., Cass Co., Ia. 
We used Weda:wood's TC'pical Analysis In our Institute 
lau year, and take pleasure ID recommending it to,teachers 
as a n invaluable helper, both at the Normal ]nstltut~ and 
in the Schoul Room. 
M. A. MA\'PI KLD, Co. Supt., Jasper Co., Ia. 
] have thorouahly examined \Vedgwood's Topical Anal~­
:~~:.n~n~ca~~I~:~!i0ReC:!I.Il!S use both for Normal Iost!-
E . S. COOK, Co. Supt., Warren Co., Ia. 
t find it weU~adapted to the purpoltCS ror which you design 
i t, and C.~D most heartily recommend it to teachcrs and stu-
dents. 
MilS ADDr. G1PPOND, Marshalltown. la. 
For thc use o( students somewhat advanced, and partic; 
ularty the reviewJ, J conSider it a work ofpracticai value. 
Hon. ALONZO ABnnMBTHv. 
I have given the work especial attention. . I believe it 
posaUJCS real merit, as the subjects are arranged, DOt only 
t,,;"caJly, but systematically, and it cannot fail materially to 
benefit any teacher, but especially those who have had but 
a limited experience In ten-chlOr. 
D. G. P ENKINS, D es Moines, Ia. 
P,.;u 10 1&"001I a,,4 ;ulitult'l, $.}.60 jl£O" «Du n: $2S.00 
per " ... dred. , 
Copie,t; for examination sent poslpaid on receipt or retail 
p rice. Addres.c; the publishers. 
S. R. Winchell '" Co.; 
CHICAGO, ILL. 
BOOKS 
FOR TEACHERS. 
The following list is published as an aid to those 
who are ordering premiums for subscribers to THE 
EDUCATIONAL W EEKLY. (See our offer of "Pre-
miums for New Subscribers.") 
Any of the works named will be sent postpaid on 
receipt of price, and any book desired may be or-
dered on accQunt of premiums. If the price ex-
ceeds the amount of premiums due, send the bal-
ance in cash. 
Soldan's Grube's Method of Teaching Numbers, 
" ~h~d&~~;e;,°lri~i~!!h:~r:ikid, 
EjZgleston's (G. C.) How to Educate Yourself, 
Schmidt's History of Education, 
Camp's Illustrative Teaching, 
Hailman's Kindergarten Culture, 
Hailman's 'Lectures on Pedagogy, 
Hailman's Object Teaching, 
Kriege's, The Child, its Nature and Relations, 
Barnard' s Oral Training Lessons, 
Douai's Kinder&arten, 
Orcutt's Teacher's !lanual, 
Hill's True Order of Studies, 
P ayne's School Supervision, 
Wells' Graded Schools, 
Hart's In the Schoolroom, 
~~~ G!rMt;,o~r:~!~l<tee~~:rid:n~~:~,e, 
Herbert Spencera Education, 
Haldeman's Outlines of Etymolo~, 
Wells' Graded Schools. 
Kiddie, Harrison and Calkins' How to Teach, 
~hd;!~'T~aO:~~' lI:~~~H~k, 
DeGraWs School-room Guide, 
Sizer's How to Teach, 
Potter and Emerson's School and Schoolmaster, 
Page"s Theory and Practice of Teachlllg, 
R aub's Plain Educational Talks. 
W!r!h;:d~r~~~~{:~~ht~I~~~~I, 
Northend's Teacher and Parent , 
Calkins' Primary Object of Teaching, 
Holbrook's School Management, 
Jewell's School Government, 
){rusi's Life of Pestalozzi, 
Principles and Practice of Teaching, 
Wickersha m's School Economy, 
Abbott's Teacher, 
Sheldon's Elementary Instruction, 
Sheldon's Lessons on Objects, 
Holbrook's Normal Methods of Teaching, 
Wickersham's Methods of Instruction, 
a~~ti~~e~~ ~o~h:w~id, 
Words; Their Use and Abuse, 
Hours with Men and Books, 
Monday. Chats, 
OratorY and Orators, 
Sprague's Masterpieces in English Luerature, 
Barnard's Pesta lozzi and Pcstalozzianisl11\ 
The F~mily Library of British Poetry, c olh, 
Addrcsl, 
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S. R. WINCHELL & CO .• Chicago, III. 
TO INTEREST YOUR PUPILS. 
w~:r~bl!c~ i;V:'oi~~~'!t:~e~cb~r!~hi~ I;:n~i~~ ~~~ka~~~t 
the curious things there are in the world. It exercises a 
profound Influence upon them; it wakes them up to think 
and study fOr themselves ; it entourages self-education. It 
Will ~rove an incentive wllhout an equal. Don't fail to send 
~h~!t ~t~;~~~~l~~.was~!d ;:~:nr:f~r~u:~:ri~'y~~d~~ 
send 10 cents (or three numbers-but 110 poslal earth : 
(teachers, don't give away your work nor ask us to give 
a";7Yours.) E . ~; ~~;;~~R.?e~, ~·Y. 
Teachc'n will do their pupils, their schools, and them-
~kR~~~~c~~i~~ by securing clubs for the above pap'-r. 
H C. KOCH &- CO., 
• ARCHITECTS AND SUPERINTENDENTS. 
School Architecture a Specialty. 
Pfister s Block. ('~hier WlsCODSi~1t~1'b~~~~~~'is. 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
'Moore'" "Universal Al'tsiMtant a nd Conl),l~te 
1\lechn.ulc," enlarged edition, contains 1016 pages 
SOO Engra vings, 461 T a bles, OVCI 1,000,000 Industrial. 
Fac ts, Calculat ions, Processes, Rules, Trade Secrets, &c.( 
in every Occupation. A 85 book free by ma il for 82.30, 
worth its weight in gold to any mechanic, }I"'armer, or Busi-
ne!ts man. Arents Wanl£Od. One ageDt reports only one 
refusal in obtainiDg 35 orders. An advt. b utterly in.a.d~­
quate to describe the work. For III. Pamphlet send stamp 
to R. Moore , No. 20 Cooper In!Otitutej New York. - cur ' ( . 
